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INTRODUCTION

This work presents an explanation of the concept of social well being and an analysis of how retail
development and distribution contributes to the social well being of the city’s residents.  This analysis has
been prepared in order to develop a robust framework for retail activity within the City; it does not address
matters regarding re-zoning of areas for commercial activity (except for the limited application of the Retail
Park zone concept, where the analysis confirms this to be appropriate). Other experts are providing analyses
relevant to their fields of expertise (e.g. retail function, traffic, public space amenity values, etc.).  This
analyses needs to be interpreted in the context of these other contributions.

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

The Resource Management Act

The central piece of legislation to be considered in this analysis is the Resource Management Act (RMA)
1991 and its recent amendment in 2003.  The Proposed City Plan and Plan Variation are instruments for
urban planning provided for by the RMA (section 72 and elsewhere).  The most relevant sections of the Act
are Sections 5(2), 7(b), 7(c), 32(3) and 32(4).  

Section 5(2) points to the enabling character of the purpose and principles of the Act - 

“managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical resources in a way,
or at a rate, which enables people and communities to provide for their social, economic and
cultural well-being, and for their health and safety while -

Sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding
minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations”

Section 5(2) provides the basis to argue the relevance of the fact that commercial retail development
contributes to social well being in a variety of ways; that the enabling provisions apply to all people and
communities, regardless of social and economic advantage;  that longer-term consequences must be
considered as well as short-term opportunities.

Section 7  requires persons exercising functions and powers under the Act to have particular regard to - 

“(b) the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources”, and

“(c) the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values.”

Section 7(b) places emphasis on the efficient use of physical resources which, in this context, includes the
resources involved in providing the City’s physical infrastructure and associated services.  It provides the
basis to argue that unplanned dispersal of retail activity can undermine the efficient use of physical resources
devoted by all sectors (private, public, community/ voluntary) to providing elements of the built urban
environment - commercial buildings, community facilities, community services, physical amenities, transport
infrastructure and transport services; that the Act is not indifferent to undermining the physical efficiencies
of such resource use; that undermining the efficiency of use of these physical resources may result in a loss
of amenity and social well being derived from their use.
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“Amenity values” means those natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area that
1

contribute to peoples’ appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and cultural and
recreational attributes

-2-

Section 7(c) emphasises the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values  which in themselves1

contribute to aspects of social well being.  It provides the basis to argue that both maintenance and
enhancement of existing amenity values (i.e. in existing centres) are important planning considerations;  that
the amenity values being maintained and enhanced incorporate the full range; that the Act is not indifferent
to potential loss of amenity; that, in aggregate terms, maintenance and enhancement is not a zero-sum
exercise (i.e. it is not acceptable to say that losses of existing amenity in one location for one set of
beneficiaries can be off-set against gains in new amenity elsewhere for a different set of beneficiaries).

Section 32(3) requires that an evaluation must examine (a) the extent to which each objective is the most
appropriate way to achieve the purpose of this Act; and (b) whether, having regard to their efficiency and
effectiveness, the policies, rules, or other methods are the most appropriate for achieving the objectives.
Section 32(4) states that for the purposes of this examination, an evaluation must take into account - 

“(a) the benefits and costs of policies, rules or other methods” and 

“(b) the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information about the
subject matter of the policies, rules, or other methods.”

Given the lack of empirical data on some critical aspects, the inherent difficulties of obtaining good empirical
data, and the significant uncertainties that remain, Section 32(4)(b) provides the basis to argue for an
approach that would be robust in the face of a variety of future circumstances.

The City Plan and Proposed Variation

Within the Proposed Christchurch City Plan (PCP), the purposes of the RMA related to promoting social well
being and maintaining and enhancing amenity values of commercial centres are addressed as part of a
general policy thrust to consolidate the urban form and maintain and enhance existing centres. In this
context, it should be remembered that the purpose of the proposed variation is to ensure that an appropriate
framework is established, and not to evaluate site-specific re-zoning proposals. The objectives and policies
in several sections (Urban Growth, Community Facilities, Business) are of particular interest.  Taken
together, these objectives and policies, along with other provisions, are intended to form a coherent centres-
based policy framework which recognises that commercial centres provide a vital link between the functional
role associated with shopping and access to personal or household services and the social role associated
with communities of interest and community focal points.  The policy framework recognises the
complementary features of access and mobility, and the manner in which efficient use and development of
natural and physical resources is related to urban form and transportation networks.  The policy framework
also recognises that  change will occur over time.

It is important to emphasise, in the context of future retail distribution trends, that the purpose of the City
Plan is not to prevent private developers from taking commercial risks and not to restrict overall growth in
retail activity around the City per se.  The primary thrust of the Plan is to address the non-commercial risks
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i.e. the risk to efficient use of resources and the risk of significant amenity loss within existing
2

centres, resulting in reduced levels of social well being for members of the communities directly
affected.

e.g. at Tower Junction, Ferrymead, Northwood and Moorhouse Avenue (B3 zone).
3

City planners generally expected these to comprise large format retail outlets not usually present
4

in B1 and B2 zones and therefore not likely to give rise to significant retail distributional effects for
existing shopping centres.

The phrase ‘commercial centre’ is used here in the sense of an integrated commercial centre
5

comprising a mix of functional and social amenity attributes and generally resulting from the
combined investments over time of private sector, public and community interests, as distinct
from individual commercial investments, even though large individual private-sector investment
projects may sometimes be given the name of ‘centre’.

-3-

and consequences   associated with the choice of location for new retail developments which have the2

potential for significant distributional effects - the relationship between location and non-commercial impacts
is a major focus of the proposed Variation. 

There are a number of locations around the city , primarily in B4 zones, where bulk retail activities have3

either established or been consented to as a result of previous decisions on submissions to the Proposed
City Plan.  Hindsight has suggested that in some locations this is leading to development in a manner that
is not well aligned with the overall  PCP policy of consolidating residential densities and business
development around and within particular district centres and the central city as focal points.  The out-of-
centre developments have resulted in significant accumulations of retail activity in zones not historically
associated with general retail activity but  for more generic commercial  or industrial activities.  They are also4

in locations where access is predominantly car-based, and therefore less accessible to some sections of the
community.

Within the context of long-term planning, these inconsistencies raise the dual issues of what circumstances
justify the creation of new commercial centres  (i.e. in new locations), and whether new commercial centres5

should be initiated by individual private investment decisions or by public planning processes.  As noted
above, recent experience under the Proposed City Plan has indicated the need to introduce a Plan Variation
in order to address the non-commercial risks and consequences of certain types of new retail development
in locations outside existing centres.  One purpose of the Plan Variation is to provide greater certainty for
the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values in existing centres.  The Plan Variation results from
an assessment of the risks of acting or not acting in response to the emerging issue.  The Plan Variation is
not intended to limit the overall level of future retail development, but rather to establish a framework to limit
the location of any new retail development which has the potential for significant distributional effects.

SOCIAL ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

Introduction

This section articulates a conceptual framework for the social analysis which explains how the design and
functioning of commercial centres can be significant generators of social well being within urban
communities.  It also presents some New Zealand empirical information in support of this conceptual
framework.
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i.e. social services have a functional role (access to and delivery of service) as well as a social
6

role (social outcomes of a service).

e.g. ease of parking for those who travel by car (also perhaps clean, well-lit, covered parking);
7

proximity to public transport routes and stops; safe pedestrian access ways, etc.

-4-

Interlinked or integrated functional and social roles

The literature confirms that shopping today is a social and an economic process.  (Bocock, R.,1993;  Goss,
J,1993; Hopkins, J,1991; Jackson, E. L.,1991; Jackson, P. & Holbrook, B.,1995; Kearns, R.,1992;  Kilmartin,
L. Et al.,1985;  Le Heron, Richard & Judy Le Heron, 1996; Massey University, Department of
Marketing,1998; Pawson, Erik,1996; Shields, R,1989; Wilson N. et al. 1990).  Spaces for shopping therefore
reflect both social-cultural and economic needs.  They are places to recreate, exercise and socialise, as well
as to purchase goods and services.  Larger, integrated centres form the focus for the residential areas that
they serve, with doctors, dentists, swimming pools and other recreational facilities, libraries, and schools
usually located in close association with the retail area.  Overall, these shopping centres are a focus for
community life and people visit them for a large number of reasons in addition to shopping.

These integrated centres deliver amenity to communities through a functional and a broader societal role
(Fairgray, 2001; Taylor, 2001).  

Functional amenity and commercial centres

Functional amenity is gained through a centre providing convenient access to a range of goods and services
in a convenient and efficient manner.  As cities have grown in population, a hierarchy of centres has
emerged, which display differences in diversity and function.  Smaller centres cater primarily for convenience
needs (day-to-day essential consumption) while larger centres may cater to a mix of convenience and
comparison shopping (discretionary or infrequent purchases) and other commercial services.  There can also
be a sense of hierarchy within shopping centres where so-called ‘anchor stores’ play a vital role in providing
core customer attraction around which other retailing activity agglomerates, thereby adding to the functional
amenity of the centre.  Within the functional role, there is a mix of competition and synergy in retail and
commercial activities and services , including opportunities for deliberate co-location.  Convenient access6

for multiple modes of transport  enhances functional amenity.  Advantages of concentrating services at a7

number of centres include the opportunity to compare and choose between similar goods or services on
offer; the travel time to access a range of goods and services is reduced; the consumers of goods and
services converge at one location; and the efficiency of delivery of goods and services is maximised.  

Social amenity and commercial centres

Social amenity is gained through a centre providing convenient locations for people to access a variety of
recreational and socialising venues, including public open space,  in physical surroundings that are pleasant
and safe.  Convenient access to personal and household services, such as medical centres and creches are
other potentially important elements.  Furthermore, social amenity is enhanced in centres which allow people
to access consumption, service and leisure activities in an integrated way.  This occurs through opportunities
for deliberate co-location of social and community services (public or voluntary) and leisure and
entertainment activities to take advantage of the numbers of people visiting and the frequency of their visits.
On another level, social amenity also relates to people’s perceptions of a centre in the wider urban area, and
includes people’s sense of place (community identity), and the order and stability that derive from a sense
of place, frequently visited and familiar.  It derives from a physical base for community life enabling
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GP medical practices, physiotherapists, counselling services, etc.
8
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participation and involvement, with spatial organisation and urban form that provides a suitable environment
for leisure and social interaction.  Retail shopping is indeed ranked highly as a recreation activity by New
Zealanders.  A survey conducted by the Hillary Commission (Wilson, Russell & Paulin 1990, p. 75) found
that shopping centres were the most popular leisure facilities used by respondents during the previous four
weeks (56 per cent), followed by visits to the beach/river (52 per cent) and restaurants (46 per cent).  

Social well being

According to the 1988 Royal Commission on Social Policy, “wellbeing means a state of contentment or
happiness.  In its social dimension, however, it must refer to a state that is enjoyed in specifically social
activities" (Royal Commission on Social Policy, 1988).  Social wellbeing is therefore “a state of contentment
or happiness” in those aspects of our lives which involve interacting with or relating with other people.  Social
well being, in its widest sense, is an actual or desirable end state, and is both sociological and psychological
in nature, in that it occurs in a social context and implies "certain desired social states and forms", as well
as relating to an individual's quality of life (Davis, 1988).  While such goals are shared, they can vary
between social groups and over time.  The OECD (1998) has identified eight key areas of social life (“social
concerns”) which shape well being, and which are used as the basis for measuring the state of living
conditions in member countries.  These key areas are -

• health, 
• education and learning, 
• employment and the quality of working life, 
• time and leisure, 
• command over goods and services, 
• physical environment, 
• social environment and participation, and 
• personal safety and autonomy.  

In the urban planning context, all these eight key areas have the potential to gain positive expression through
the design and functioning of retail centres (shopping centres). It is worthwhile noting at this point the degree
of overlap - six out of eight - between the areas of social life contributing to social well being listed above
and the Quality of Life indicators used in a recent monitoring exercise of social, economic and environmental
conditions in New Zealand’s six largest cities (Auckland City Council et al., undated).

Amenity and social well being in commercial centres

The functional and social aspects of urban amenity in contemporary shopping centres, mutually reinforce
each other to contribute to social well being.  This is evident by reflecting on the eight key areas of social
life listed above and the empirical evidence already documented in NZ research (e.g. Baines et al., 2003;
Taylor Baines & Associates 2003a, 2003b, 2003c).  ‘Command over goods and services’ is a primary
function of such centres; they are also centres of ‘employment’.  Many shopping centres across the hierarchy
are locations that increasingly provide the first (primary) and nearest ‘health’ services and an increasing
diversity of health services , either integrated within the fabric of the commercial centre or co-located near8

the fringes.  The larger centres provide commercial opportunities for ‘leisure’ activities and may sometimes
provide non-commercial opportunities in public open space, particularly if the ‘physical environment’ and
‘personal safety’ considerations are conducive.  The presence of socialising venues and the co-location of
community-based activities contribute to the ‘social environment’ and provide a basis for ‘participation’.  It
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Generally relatively low-level financial support in terms of sponsorships, fund-raising activities,
9

etc.

See Kilmartin, L., Thorns, D. & Burke, T. (1985).  Social Theory and the Australian City.  George Allen
10

& Unwin, Sydney, Part I.

Pearson, David (1979).  Johnsonville: Continuity and Change in a New Zealand Township.  George
11

Allen and Unwin, Sydney.  Hall, Bob, Thorns, David and Bill Willmott (1983).  Community Formation
and Change: A Study of Rural and Urban Localities in New Zealand.  Working Paper, No.  4,
Department of Sociology, University of Canterbury.  Bell, Claudia, Ed.  (1997).  Community Issues in
New Zealand.  The Dunmore Press, Palmerston North.

-6-

is also common to find that schools within the residential catchments served by commercial centres will have
linkages with businesses in the centre, both in terms of financial support  and as venues for organised9

learning activities.

Community

Community is another important concept to consider.  Despite different theoretical perspectives, there is wide
analytical support amongst sociologists for the concept of community in the urban setting , including New10

Zealand research on this topic .  Here community can be defined in both a subjective sense, such as a11

sense of belonging or identity, and also in an objective sense, such as territorial boundaries (e.g. a school
catchment) or measurable sets of social relationships (e.g. places of residence and shopping) and social
networks.  With the influence of wider social changes such as the motor vehicle, and more recently the
internet, our sense of continuity in community is constantly changing, and often challenged.  It is still,
nonetheless, very helpful to consider community as being geographically based.  An area such as
Christchurch City is made up of a patchwork of local communities, each with their own identity and specific
social characteristics.

Social well being, access and spending power 

The social well being contributions to be enjoyed in commercial centres are not equally available to
everyone.  They clearly depend upon an ability to access a range of centres.  Some aspects also depend
on spending power.

With respect to the role that commercial centres play in supporting social well being, it is important to
distinguish between access and mobility.  In this context, ‘access’ means access to specific locations (in this
case, commercial centres) in order to satisfy one or more needs which contribute to social well being.
Access is a much more constrained concept than mobility.  Access implies journeys which have a specified
starting place and destination and a way of getting between the two and back again.  Mobility, on the other
hand, implies simply the range of transport options available to any individual, wherever they happen to be
and regardless of destination.

Whether commercial centres actually deliver outcomes for enhanced social well being to the communities
they serve is critically dependent on the degree of access achieved across the whole spectrum of users.
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e.g. people under 15 years of age; people who chose not to own a car; people who cannot afford
12

to own a car; people with a disability who cannot drive a car; elderly people who no longer are
sufficiently confident to drive a car; etc.

e.g. ignoring the cost/value of time and the cost of footwear
13

i.e. routes which are frequently repeated by individuals in the course of their daily and weekly
14

patterns of living, and which are therefore integral to their achievement of well being (access to
goods and services, recreational and leisure activities, and so on)

-7-

Having access to a commercial centre will depend on the range of transportation options available to the
individual.  If s/he has no private car , access may depend on distance (either to the commercial centre in12

the case of walking, or to the nearest bus stop on a route to the commercial centre), the affordibility of other
transport (e.g. bus, taxi), and the timeliness of other transport (does the timetable render bus transport a
feasible option in the time available), and so on.  If s/he has a private car, access may depend on factors
such as the degree of traffic congestion at any particular time of day and location in the city, and the location
and capacity of parking areas in relation to the destination.

Different sources of mobility offer different possibilities for access, and different constraints.  Walking is a
virtually costless  option for most people (but certainly not all), but generally is more constrained in terms13

of feasible distance and therefore the number of destinations accessible.  On the other hand, walking can
be advantageous during periods of intense traffic congestion.  Cycling can extend this distance somewhat
and for those who have a bicycle and are confident of riding.  On the other hand, risks to personal safety on
congested city streets may be greater than for pedestrians.  Those who use their own car or take a taxi have
the widest range of time and destination options.  Those who use public buses are constrained by the routes
of the bus services in their choice of destinations.

It is logical to conclude that greater levels of access are achievable to commercial centres where public
transport options are effective in complementing private options.  Furthermore, since the competitiveness
(and thereby user attraction) of public transport relies on being able to identify with certainty the patterns of
fixed-journey  routes, the role of public transport in providing access to commercial centres depends on14

having long-term certainty about the locations of commercial development nodes.  

Social well being across the hierarchy of centres

An analysis of the status quo in Christchurch (discussed in more detail in the next section) indicates that the
links between commercial centres and social well being exist across the entire hierarchy/network - that all
commercial centres have some role in contributing social well being to their communities.  In general terms,
the diversity and extent of social well being contributions increases across the spectrum from local to district
or regional centres.  In local shopping centres, social well being is gained primarily from access to a range
of essential consumer goods in nearby and familiar surroundings,  where the locality’s amenity values remain
predominantly residential in character, and access to the centre is relatively unconstrained by transportation
options for most residents.  Towards the other end of the spectrum - district centres - social well being is
gained in a variety of ways.  Major convenience stores anchor a large variety of other retail activities,
supporting comparison shopping, socialising and leisure venues.  They usually include enclosed malls which
offer  controlled environmental conditions, safe environments for a range of ages, and relatively high
degrees of social interaction.
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This label reflects a categorisation used in previous empirical research (Baines et al., 2003, pp4-
15

5); in the case of Christchurch, such sub-regional centres include Papanui and Riccarton.  The
reader should note that this categorisation is applied slightly differently in the PCP document.

See previous footnote; in the case of Christchurch, the regional centre is the CBD.
16

i.e. the broadest selection of café, restaurant and bar precincts
17

Including the Town Hall, public museum, public art gallery
18

e.g. Cathedral Square, Victoria Square, Cranmer Square, Latimer Square, the banks of the River
19

Avon, and so on

e.g. contemporary accommodation, whether for tourists or residents, is likely to make special
20

provision for sound proofing against central city traffic noise; the separation of vehicular and
pedestrian traffic in some areas and the limits on vehicular traffic in other areas encourages
outdoor leisure activities such as outdoor cafe/restaurants.

particularly if their anchor stores are threatened by competition.
21

-8-

At the extreme end of the spectrum - sub-regional centres  or the regional centre  - social well being is15 16

gained through the greatest variety of contributions - access to comparison shopping as well as comparison
leisure outlets ; access to a wide range of government services; access to major public facilities  and17 18

historical sites, and also the one area of the City where the design of public open spaces within the19

commercial centre has long been the focus of council planning.  Indeed, one of the iconic symbols of
Christchurch’s identity - the Cathedral in the Square - is located in the centre of the CBD.  Within the CBD,
amenity values are conducive to mixed uses , while access is generally gained via private cars, taxis and20

buses, for those who live close to established radial bus routes.

Smaller centres may be more vulnerable than larger centres to competitive pressures from out-of-centre
retail developments  - and their social well being contributions thereby put at risk.  However, district centres21

and the CBD are important for the greater diversity of well being contributions that they make, and which
occurs only in these larger centres.  For this reason, the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values
is important in the larger centres as well.

Distributional retail effects as the basis for impacts on amenity values and social well being

As discussed by Tansley in his analysis for this proposed Variation, the term ‘distributional effects’ is used
to describe “effects - which may be at a considerable distance - brought about as a consequence of changing
retail supply and changing shopping preferences.”  The primary effect results from the changing location of
shopping activity and expenditures - from one retail outlet to another.  

If the location of consumers’ shopping activity and expenditure changes in a persistent manner, then a range
of consequential impacts may result, which are not confined to commercial or trade impacts.  In simple
terms, the new location may experience an increasing degree of retail diversity leading to increased
functional amenity, possibly some degree of social amenity, and thereby a positive contribution to social well
being for those able to access the new location.  However, the old location(s) may experience a
corresponding reduction in shopper numbers and retail expenditure at least for a period, which, if significant
enough, could result in changing retail composition and reduced retail diversity leading to a loss of functional
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and social amenity and a corresponding loss of social well being, particularly for those not able to transfer
their shopping activity.

Tansley also has pointed out that the level of distributional effect varies markedly for different types of retail
activity.  Some activities, such as supermarkets and other anchor stores have a relatively high potential for
distributional effects in relation to the main established commercial centres, while other retail activities such
as building suppliers, garden suppliers and second-hand goods outlets have a relatively low or even
negligible potential.  He notes that the concept of distributional effect “is to be distinguished from ‘trade
competition’, although it is necessary to first consider the extent of trade competition consequences in order
to determine the extent to which distributional effects may follow a given prospective development scenario.”

The significance of location for well being outcomes

Tansley’s caveat about the location of distributional effects - “which may be at a considerable distance” - is
a crucial one.

The gains and losses in social well being are rarely zero-sum equations.  Commercial centres which have
been in existence for some time will generally have attracted a significant degree of co-location amongst
retail, commercial, public and community facilities.  They may also have attracted less mobile groups of
residents to co-locate nearby (see next section - CCC demographic analysis).  The broadest extent of such
co-location is not easily or readily replaced at a completely new (out-of-centre) retail location, unless it is
actively planned for with collaboration between private and public interests. Thus, a loss of functional
amenity in pure retailing at the existing centre (particularly if it is related to core convenience shopping such
as basic supermarket shopping) results in loss of functional amenity and social amenity related to  services
and leisure activities which may not be substituted at the new location.

The gains and losses are rarely zero-sum equations in another sense - equity.  There is no certainty and
often little likelihood that the community of those who benefit from distributional effects is the same as the
community of those who lose amenity and social well being from the same distributional effects.  While the
former are better enabled to provide for their social well being through the new retail development, the latter
are conversely disenabled, which is clearly contrary to the purpose of the RMA.

The amenity and equity imbalances described above are generally avoided for an existing centre where the
new retail activity is located within that centre.  They are also generally minimised for all existing centres
where the new retail activity is located within an existing centre.  They may also be minimised where a new
centre is appropriate in order to meet shopping needs not provided for in existing centres (e.g. large
format/trade services, etc.) or to meet increased demand from new areas of residential development (i.e.
to meet overall growth in demand).

The failure to maintain these amenity values in existing centres (including the advantages of co-location with
some degree of certainty and longevity) would be contrary to the RMA purpose of promoting the efficient use
of resources and to maintain and enhance amenity values.  That is one of the reasons why the Proposed City
Plan must give particular attention to the way in which it controls new retailing activity in locations outside
established commercial centres.  In doing so, the PCP is not seeking to protect private sector investors from
taking commercial risks (which are indeed trade competition issues) so much as it is aiming to maintain and
enhance the amenity values in commercial centres around the City, particularly in light of considering the
long-term risks of either acting or not acting in this matter.

Out-of-centre retail developments - what risks to existing commercial centres?
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‘Out-of-centre’ retail developments are, by definition,  those which have occurred in an area other than the
central city, Business 2 or Business 1 zones.  They may not in themselves necessarily be incompatible with
the zoning rules governing land use, for example retail activity in areas zoned for industrial or certain types
of commercial activity (e.g. light manufacturing, warehousing, ...).  However, they are in locations where
such development was not intended or anticipated by some of the policies contained in the statutory Plan.
As noted earlier, this kind of development has indeed occurred in several locations in Christchurch in recent
years.

The main issue for the Proposed City Plan is the question of what are the risks to amenity values in existing
centres from allowing out-of-centre retail developments to occur.

Three factors have a bearing on whether or not out-of-centre retail development has the potential to impact
significantly on existing centres and on the social well being of those who use them.  These three factors are
- 
• the type of retailing activity which is allowed to occur in out-of-centre locations;
• whether or not the overall demand/consumption/expenditure on retailing is growing or not; and
• the demographics of mobility and access.

The first of these factors is the only one over which the PCP has any discretion to influence.  The other two
factors are independent of city planning.  Retail expenditure trends have the potential to mask or exacerbate
negative distributional impacts on existing centres.  Furthermore, overall household expenditure trends may
also mask different impacts for different groups.  Levels of mobility and access within the communities
served by existing centres will influence the extent to which they are disenabled by significant losses in
functional and social amenity at their existing centre.  The last two are therefore risk factors which the
Council must take into account in designing its regulatory regime to control the types and locations of new
retail development.

Summary and conclusions from the social analysis framework

On the basis of the social analysis framework described in the preceding pages, we draw the following
conclusions -

• functional and social amenity are closely inter-related in commercial centres;
• functional and social amenity combine to contribute to the social well being of those communities

served by the commercial centres;
• the vitality of commercial centres (reflecting diversity of offer as well as accessibility and utilisation)

underpins the extent of social well being generated;
• competitive influences can both stimulate vitality in existing centres (competition within a centre and

between existing centres) and threaten vitality in existing centres (competition between existing
centres or from out-of-centre developments);

• if the functional and social amenity of an existing centre is adversely affected, then  (some of) those
whose amenity is adversely affected will be disenabled by a loss of social well being which cannot
easily be remedied by access to compensating amenity gains;

• the expected effects of out-of-centre retail developments on existing centres and the social well
being they generate in future depends on assumptions made about the location of the new retail
developments, the type of new retail activity allowed, retail expenditure trends in the retail
catchment, and demographic differences which affect people’s access to alternative sources of
amenity and well being.
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The next section of this report reviews existing research that is relevant to the social analysis framework
described above.  It will also provide more detail on the scope and nature of social impacts experienced from
retail development and decline.
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Only in November 2002 did the Foundation for Research, Science & Technology for the first time
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invite expressions of interest from research providers throughout the country in the area of
Sustainable Cities and Settlements and with an expressed interest in research on the human
dimension of sustainability.
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RESEARCH AND ITS RELEVANCE

Overview of the empirical studies

The collection of empirical studies referenced in this section are not part of a pre-planned programme of
research .  The analysis draws on previous private sector funded consultancy work and government-funded22

research relating to retail developments in Christchurch and the North Island.  This has been complemented
with several investigations commissioned specifically by the Christchurch City Council, including several
Christchurch-focussed empirical studies and an international literature review.  

The main gap in empirical research remaining at the present time relates to any systematic New Zealand
study of the social consequences of retail decline.  The resulting uncertainty points to particular risks which
the Proposed City Plan must reflect and provide for.  Nor could this gap have been filled adequately even
if research had been commissioned over the past six months (June-December 2003).  In order to provide
compelling empirical evidence of what happens in situations of decline, it would be necessary to study cases
which cover the broad range of average household spending trends in the relevant market (i.e. situations
where average household spending is increasing, stagnating or decreasing).  To draw conclusions based only
on analysing situations which occurred under steadily and indeed rapidly increasing consumer spending
patterns would risk giving a distorted picture. 

Nevertheless, the collection of studies referenced provide insights into the empirical basis for the type of
social analysis described in the previous section.  Combined with the international literature review, this
forms the basis for making the professional judgements  expressed later in this report.

Terminology

The social research on retail developments in New Zealand conducted by Taylor Baines & Associates
employed the following terminology in describing the analyses (Baines et al., 2003):-

“centre” refers to a collection or spatial concentration of commercial facilities and
community facilities which may occur at various scales - regional centre, district centre,
neighbourhood centre, and local centre. The so-called “shopping centre” is therefore a sub-
set of these commercial and community facilities. In a contemporary world, the essence of
a “centre” would incorporate ‘the distribution of public-orientated activities in or around a
commercial nucleus.  It would probably take walking distance into account.’ (Tansley,
2003a). 

“hierarchy of centres” the hierarchy used in the analysis reported here is the shopping
centre hierarchy.  Different levels of shopping centre have been described in various
analyses of retail development patterns (for example, in Hames Sharley, 2001).  As Tansley
points out (2003b) such definitions should be based ‘on functional grounds’. Any hierarchy,
incorporating local, neighbourhood, suburban, district, sub-regional and regional centres,
although sounding discrete in nature, in practical terms represents a continuum across
which commercial, community and administrative functions differ.
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Complementary in the sense that similar questions were asked but the respondents represent a
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different perspective (i.e. not confined to immediately adjacent residential areas) and the two
centres are sub-regional and therefore represent different levels in the hierarchy of shopping
centres.

defined in terms of the statistical  mesh blocks which  most closely matched a radius of 400m
24

around the outside boundary of existing B2 zones across the city.
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“community facilities” refer to various categories of non-commercial activity which
provide for a range of community functions or community-based services - schools and pre-
school facilities; premises of voluntary organisations, churches and associated facilities;
community centres, halls, meeting rooms, plunket rooms, etc; retirement/aged care
complexes and institutional residential facilities for certain groups, recreation facilities such
as pools, parks, playgrounds, libraries, etc; local government service centres; premises for
de-centralised central government agency offices (eg: WINZ, Housing NZ, CYF, ACC, etc);
police stations or community constable offices

More detailed definitions can be found in Baines et al. (2003).

Referenced sources

Referencing of data sources can be simplified by acknowledging the principal sources at this point in the text.
Three case studies of the community experience of large retail developments, funded by the Foundation for
Research, Science & Technology are currently in the final stages of publication (Taylor Baines, 2003a,
2003b, 2003c).  A telephone survey of 1000 Christchurch households on their recent shopping behaviour
has been reported in Janus Marketing Ltd (2003). A Comparative Analysis of Functional and Social Roles
(Baines et al., 2003) presents compositional analyses of a range of shopping centres in Christchurch,
Auckland and North Shore Cities.  Two exit surveys at the St Lukes and Newmarket shopping centres in
Auckland (Yann Campbell Hoare Wheeler, 1999 - hereafter YCHW, 1999) provide data which is
complementary to the case study data .  Two other investigations by Taylor Baines were commissioned by23

the Council - a preliminary assessment of the effects of out-of-centre retail development on nearby shopping
centres and a review of international literature on the social effects of greenfields or brownfields retail
developments.  The Council commissioned MarketPlace NZ Ltd (2003) to carry out quantitative surveys of
retail development over time across the main shopping centres of Christchurch City.  The Council also
commissioned its own Monitoring and Research Team (CCC, 2003) to prepare a demographic analysis of
the neighbourhoods  surrounding the City’s B2 and B1 zones.24

Evidence of the functional amenity contributions to social well being

The importance of supermarkets as anchors of functional amenity in shopping centres is evident in data on
their level of use and frequency of use.  The three case studies indicate that large, absolute majorities of
nearby residents (59% to 84%) use their nearest supermarket for their main grocery shopping, with more
than 85% of such residents (85% to 97%) making visits weekly or more frequently.  This applied across a
range of shopping centres in the hierarchy from  neighbourhood centre to district centre.  For sub-regional
centres, the YCHW data indicate that the supermarkets at this level of the hierarchy are the primary choice
for main grocery shopping for somewhat smaller percentages of their visitors (22%-49%).  Drawing on a
much larger catchment of visitors, this reflects the fact that other supermarkets in smaller centres will be
closer and more convenient.  Nevertheless, frequency of visits for those using the supermarkets is still
typically very high; 89%-91% making visits weekly or more frequently.
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Neither is functional amenity objectively quantified in some single parameter.
25

Capacity in the sense of catering to different scales of community.
26
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These same research sources reveal the extent to which people often combine visits to several places within
or near a shopping centre, indicating that such co-location adds to their functional roles. The three case
studies provide evidence that, as each supermarket or mall developed or re-developed over time in order
to improve their individual functional amenity contributions, this in turn increased the frequency of using
other shops nearby.

While the above findings are based on measures of actual behaviours, they are further reinforced in the
same research by surveyed ratings of the perceptions people have of shopping centres for various aspects
of functional amenity.  The results indicate that residents nearby all the shopping centres rate the functional
amenity highly, irrespective of the shopping centre’s place in the retail hierarchy. The diversity of functions
in and around shopping centres tends to increase with size of shopping centre and is reflected in the
comparisons of the functional amenity gained from access to household and personal services in each case.

Data from the Janus Marketing Ltd (2003) survey in Christchurch reveal implicit criteria relevant to a
consideration of amenity value.  Malls were preferred on the grounds of ease of parking (and free parking),
convenience of access to shops, proximity of location, dislike of traffic, ease of use with children, protection
from weather, general safety, cleanliness, and quality of service.  The city centre was preferred on the
grounds of character/atmosphere and variety of shops, better quality, and the level of exercise involved.
The city centre and malls (as a generic group) were rated more or less evenly on the grounds of accessibility
by bus (public transport), and access to cafes and food.

More detailed results for the research discussed in this section are found in Appendix 1.

Evidence of the social amenity contributions to social well being

Social amenity is gained through a commercial centre’s social role,  providing convenient locations for
people to access a variety of recreational and socialising venues, and to access personal and household
services, such as cafes, medical centres, recreation facilities and creches.  Although such commercialised
activities add functional amenity to a centre, it is their outcome contributions to the social needs and well
being of the community that is of interest here - contributions to health, leisure,  the social environment and
a sense of participation in the community.

It is not possible to provide an objective quantification of social amenity  and social well being.25

Nevertheless, it is possible to describe attributes of commercial centre composition and people’s ratings of
their experience in quantitative terms.  Such indicators can be useful for comparative purposes.

The extent to which health and leisure activities have become incorporated into the fabric of commercial
centres is indicated by the numbers of associated business enterprises and other services located there.
The results of the comparative analysis (Baines et al, 2003)  suggest that wherever retail developments
occur, there is scope and a tendency for diversification to occur, irrespective of the scale of the shopping
centre.  Nevertheless, there appears to be a strong correlation between the scale of the shopping centre and
its capacity  to provide a significant social role.  26

It is evident that larger centres tend to have associated with them more community facilities than smaller
centres. As a generalisation, the longer established and larger the scale of the shopping centre, the more
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Linwood, Papanui, Shirley, Riccarton
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diverse the community use of that centre. It is also apparent that in the larger centres, the community
facilities tend to be more interspersed among the commercial activities (i.e. 44% are within the shopping
centre zone itself) in comparison with smaller centres where community facilities are clustered nearby in the
host community (i.e only 21% are within the shopping centre zone itself). While this is at one level a
reflection of the constraints of space, it also reflects the fact that, in recent decades, the development of
centres has been driven much more by commercial enterprise than by public initiative.

The above findings are based on analyses of the composition of commercial centres.  However, they are
further reinforced by surveyed ratings of the perceptions people have of shopping centres as places to meet
friends or family or to socialise.  The results indicate  a distinction in perceived social amenity value between
smaller centres and larger centres.  The YCHW surveys also provide quantitative indications of the level of
certain forms of social interactions occurring within shopping centres, particularly on multi-purpose visits.

More detailed results for the research discussed in this section are found in Appendix 1.

While the benefits for patrons and customers of co-location between commercial and community facilities
is evident in the ratings reported above, insights on the benefits of co-location from the perspective of
businesses and community organisations are summarised below (see section on the rationale for co-
location).

Significance of mode of access and role of public transport

The research demonstrates significant levels of non-car-based travel in close proximity to supermarkets, and
this fact needs to be recognised.  All three case studies revealed distinctly bi-modal patterns.  In other words,
most nearby residents reported that they either walked or drove themselves to the supermarket - for some
walking was the dominant mode, for others driving was the dominant mode, while for others it was a matter
of choice depending on circumstances (e.g. expecting to carry large loads, weather conditions, traffic
conditions, etc.)  Nevertheless, in each case walking was reported as being a common mode of travel to the
supermarket for significant proportions of nearby residents.

Results of the demographic analysis (CCC,2003) provide clear evidence that there are concentrations of less
mobile residents clustered in the vicinity of the majority of the City’s shopping centres.  This is the case for
16 out of 28 centres analysed.  The City’s four main district-level centres  have attracted above-average27

proportions (20% to 70% above the city-wide average) of car-less households to locate relatively nearby so
that they may take advantage of proximity to enhance access to their nearest shopping centre.  For three
of these four district centres, the analysis also revealed above-average concentrations of elderly residents
(20% to 80% above the city-wide average).  However, there are some smaller centres which have attracted
even higher proportions (100% to 160% above the city-wide average) of car-less households. Analysis of
the data on deprivation shows that where there are concentrations of economically disadvantaged
households in the vicinity of shopping centres, they are much more likely to be car-less households than is
the case for concentrations of economically advantaged households.  In terms of relative ability to access
alternative shopping centres (in the event that the functional diversity and amenity values of their own centre
are not maintained), not only do such households not have a car, they have less money to afford additional
costs of alternative travel modes to alternative shopping locations.

The most popular bus service in Christchurch is the Orbiter. Its circular route connects nine shopping centres
altogether, six of which include large malls as their main retail facility. The Orbiter also provides access to
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numerous schools along its route, and to a number of other community facilities such as Princess Margaret
Hospital, Pioneer Leisure Centre, Jellie Park Aqualand, cinemas in Northlands Mall and the Palms, and the
University of Canterbury. The next busiest core service - New Brighton to Hornby - connects four shopping
centres including three with malls.  This correspondence between relatively high levels of patronage (on fixed
route services) and access to the broadest range of retail and leisure activities indicates the importance of
accessibility to achieving functional amenity and social well being.

More detailed results for the research discussed in this section are found in Appendix 3.

The rationale for co-location from the perspective of community facilities and health services

The survey in the vicinity of Papanui, Riccarton and Shirley shopping centres (Baines et al., 2003) aimed
to produce a mix of quantitative and qualitative results.  When asked about the advantages of location for
these non-retail activities, 82% responded explicitly that ‘closeness’ or ‘proximity’ to the mall or shopping
centre was a major advantage. This is linked, again explicitly, to aspects of ease of access and proximity
to main public transport routes, and to convenient off-street parking facilities. Some also made reference
to the increased ‘visibility’ afforded their activities, and to being close to the focus of community activity and
people traffic.  Proximity to other organisations or facilities was also mentioned variously by a number of
those interviewed - closeness to banks, to schools, to medical centres and pharmacies, to churches, to
libraries, and so on. Two-thirds of the community organisations had particular links with other social services
or community organisations nearby (29/44), and also particular links with businesses nearby (28/44).

Similar advantages of location were mentioned by businesses and community organisations in each of the
case studies, including visibility, proximity to other businesses and organisations for shared
customers/patrons, and meeting local demand (being close to customer base).

Details are provided in Appendix 4.

Two-thirds of the organisations also reported experiencing negative effects as a result of their location in
relation to the shopping centre. Half (22/44) referred to problems associated with private motor vehicles, with
one-quarter (11/44) specifying parking issues and one-third (15/44) traffic speed and traffic congestion
issues.

Retail competition and functional amenity

The evidence on this topic draws upon the work of Mark Tansley (MarketPlace NZ Ltd) and Tim Heath
(Property Economics).  Tansley’s survey data on retail trading floor space serves as a gross indicator of
functional amenity levels associated with retailing.  The links between this and social well being have been
discussed in detail earlier in this report.

Tansley’s comparison of retail survey data between 1989 and 2003 demonstrates that there has been strong
and steady growth in the total area of retail trading activity across the City as a whole over this period.
However, the data also reveal that there are some distinct differences in the experience of the five major
geographical sectors (as analysed by Tansley) and some even greater contrasts between the experience of
particular commercial centres.

For example, while overall retail activity grew strongly in the northern, east/north-eastern and western sectors
of the City, the central sector has experienced little growth and has actually declined over much of the past
decade.  Even though a sector has exhibited strong growth, such as the northern sector based around
Papanui/Northlands Mall, or the eastern/north-eastern sector based around Linwood/Eastgate and
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Shirley/The Palms, within each of these sectors there has been at least one shopping centre that has
experienced major decline in retail function - Bishopdale and New Brighton (despite significant household
growth in the area) - and several that have shown little growth.

More detailed analysis of Tansleys data would reveal the experience of particular shopping centres at lower
levels in the hierarchy.

From the perspective of the social analysis presented here, the significance of the retail survey data lies in
the fact that even in periods of significant growth in household numbers across the City and high growth in
household retail expenditure, there are centres where functional amenity has not been maintained.

Heath extends this analysis into the future by using scenario modelling to examine the likely impacts of
future retail development in B4 zones on the retail sales of existing commercial centres in B1 and B2 zones
and the CBD.  Heath has examined the potential impacts on sales in existing centres (a) on the basis of all
the resource consents for retail activity in the City’s B4 zones which have already been granted, (b) on the
basis of additional retail activity in specified sites within B4 zones  if allowed to occur, and (c) on the basis28

of long-term projections  for the same.  The estimates of potential impact on future retail sales under29

scenarios (a), (b) and (c) are therefore cumulative.  The scenarios take into account the potential scale of
retail developments as well as the distribution of geographical locations around the City in light of where B4
zones are located.

In summary, for the City as a whole, retail sales in existing centres will be reduced by 13% by 2006, as a
result of the retail activities already granted consent or lodged with Council as at September 2003, (i.e.
scenario (a)). If 100% of the B4 zoned land identified under the 'likely' scenario were to be developed over
the next two years (i.e. scenario (b)), a further 10% decline can be expected in the retail sales of existing
centres, increasing to a 17% decline if 100% of B4 zones retail developments identified under the long-term
projections eventuated (i.e. scenario (c)). Cumulatively, this amounts to a potential reduction of 30% in the
level of retail sales in the central city and existing B2 & associated B1 centres if all the B4 land identified is
developed over the next eight years.

Mr Heath's retail modelling exercise indicates that the potential consequences for some particular centres
will be even greater. While the modelling indicates (cumulatively) that potentially retail sales in the Central
City will experience below-average reductions (29%) and only 19% reductions in retail sales for Riccarton
and Shirley, the cumulative impact for Linwood is expected to be average for the City. Papanui is expected
to experience even greater reductions (potentially 36%). Furthermore, some other existing centres are
expected to experience much more severe declines in retail sales over the same period - Sumner (41%),
Redcliffs (49%), Woolston (50%), Church Corner (43%), Avonhead (44%), Belfast (58%), Bishopdale (47%)
and Hornby (64%).

While reductions in retail sales are not in themselves measures of reductions in levels of functional amenity,
this level of effect from out-of-centre retail competition must be expected to have  a significant impact on
the functional amenity of existing centres, and therefore on the level of social well being generated there,
if only on the basis of the consumption-oriented contributions to social well being.
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Retail competition and social amenity

As noted previously, there is some New Zealand research on the positive association between retail
development and gains in functional and social amenity but there is very little research anywhere in the world
into the impacts on social amenity and social well being caused by declines in retail function.  For the
purposes of this analysis, a review of international literature on the social effects of greenfields or brownfields
retail developments  was commissioned by the City Council.  This is summarised here and reported in detail
in Appendix 5.

The literature search did not uncover any research that focuses specifically on in-depth analysis of the social
impacts of retail decline. Indications are that this is simply an area yet to be explored in detail. Rather, the
literature accessed focuses on retail growth and change, and the impact of out-of-town centres (or
‘greenfield’ developments) on existing centres and the nature and scope of any resulting retail decline in
existing centres. 

Although concern over the impact of the first out-of-town centres in the United Kingdom facilitated some
impact studies in the 1960s, until recently, there has been only anecdotal evidence and few robust studies.
Suggestions made for why there has been a lack of impact studies include: the lack of government collected
statistics, in particular the discontinuation of the Census of Distribution 1971 leaving a lack of consistent
inventory of shopping facilities across regions over time, the costs of household surveys, the difficulty of
conducting research in a constantly changing retail environment of supply and demand, and the
“complications in impact assessment of disentangling the effects of de-centralisation from the wider
economic and social ‘environmental’ changes” (Thomas and Bromley, 2002 - refer to references in Appendix
5).

British research indicates that out-of-centre retailing leads to the erosion of the more mobile and more
affluent customer base of existing centres.  This gives rise to the risk of a significantly altered functional
status, particularly for smaller commercial centres - a “residual status serving the less mobile local residents
and a top up emergency option for others”.  Whether centres in this state can be revived or get trapped in
a spiral of decline is described as being dependent on several factors including the number of local residents
and their access to a car.  A spiral of decline may occur when these centres fail to “secure a functional
status”, due to the loss of car borne trade to a distant superstore, the absence of a good local supermarket,
poor car parking, an unattractive/inconvenient shopping environment, and a decline in local population.
These changes correspond to the loss of several components of well being discussed in the framework
presented in this report.  The research reinforces the dual experience - improvements for some in having
new choices, and losses for others in terms of reduced accessibility as small, local stores close and people
have to travel further, if they can afford to.

The British research highlights some cautionary experience about the development of large format retail
parks.  It notes that originally the location of retail parks selling gardening and DIY goods in out-of-centre
locations was thought to be acceptable because they were not competing with existing centres. Not long
after, carpet and furniture stores followed; again this was thought acceptable because it was so difficult to
accommodate them in an urban area. However, eventually these started selling household furnishings,
children’s clothing and toys and other comparison products that competed with existing centres.  Thus, the
risks to existing centres may not be evident at the time of establishment; what is allowed to happen
subsequently is the critical issue, and this may be much more difficult to control  several years after the
underlying right to have retail activity has been established.  The floorspace limit provisions in the proposed
Variation are intended to limit such downstream diversification into smaller-scale specialty stores, which
would compete much more with existing centres than large-format stores do.
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American research indicates that the hollowing out effect on existing centres (city centres and strip centres)
occurs across the spectrum - in major metropolitan areas (New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Miami),
suburban areas, and rural areas of the United States.  Furthermore, the impacts and decline experienced
in the first wave by existing town centres and other smaller centres are now being experienced by some
regional shopping malls that struggle to compete with the second wave of new discount superstores - turning
them into “replicas of city ghettos”.  The loss of functional and social amenity is explicit - large highways,
large strip malls, a lack of sidewalks, rush hour traffic, clusters of low density single family residential
developments lacking public parks, playgrounds, libraries, nearby stores or cafes, bicycle trails and public
transit, and the need to travel by car to nearly all destinations. 

The literature describing retail decline and its effects on social well being highlights consequences for
employment, access to goods and services, and public health.  Reduced employment as a result of retail
competition and decline (loss of stores), causes social instability and crime.  As an example (Shils, 1998),
in parts of the United States, ethnic and minority groups, often of lower socio-economic status, have
depended on local groceries, pharmacies, book stores, variety stores, and clothing stores to meet their needs
and supply jobs.  With the loss of these, including the loss of jobs, the effects on the community are
dramatic. Effects include housing decay, increased welfare rolls, increased crime and violence, and
participation by unemployed youth in underground employment, drugs, crime, and school truancy.  One
American study found that for every part time job created by a mega retail centre, one and a half full time
jobs are lost in an existing centre. Distributive justice consequences are reported in cases of retail decline
in existing centres - along with this decline is an increased dependence on  the poorer and less mobile
community members, including elderly. These people are left with a lower level of access to services than
is adequate, “in effect becoming disadvantaged consumers”. 

There is increasing evidence that land use can potentially obstruct or promote healthy communities.  The
two main sources of negative impact from the built environment on public health are single use zoning, and
deteriorating physical features or dilapidated urban environments.  Single use zoning is more likely to lack
places for community members to gather and to encourage a reliance on travel by car.  In other words, such
communities are not conducive to social interaction and socialisation and physical activity such as walking,
and may therefore be a significant factor in the incidence of obesity, cardiovascular problems, diabetes,
asthma, injury, and depression. It has also been argued that these communities may experience violence
and social inequalities.

With a system that is destabilised (i.e. retail development is not so certain or prescribed), investment by
developers is higher risk, and can therefore result in a reluctance to invest in the community, for example:
town centres, traffic management systems, public transport, bus and train interchanges, taxi stands,
pedestrian walkways and bridges, community meeting rooms, libraries, and child minding centres.

Out-of-centre retail development in Christchurch and its effects

There is some researched information relevant to the recent experience of the out-of-centre retail
developments at Ferrymead, focussed initially on the establishment of a stand-alone supermarket on Ferry
Rd.

A detailed assessment has been made of the effects of the supermarket development for the retail
customers of Ferrymead (Taylor Baines, 2003b).  A very preliminary assessment has also been made of the
effects of establishing the supermarket at Ferrymead on the neighbouring centres of Woolston, Redcliffs and
Sumner.  This is not a comprehensive assessment and its findings can be taken only as indicative.  The
results of this preliminary assessment are reported in Appendix 6.
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Lessons from the Ferrymead example

The research to date on Ferrymead supports two main sets of conclusions related to this social analysis.
The first set of conclusions concerns the development of functional and social amenity values at Ferrymead
and their contribution to the social well being of residents in the associated catchment.  The second set of
conclusions concerns the impact of the retail development at Ferrymead on the functional and social amenity
of several nearby centres.

On the basis of the detailed assessment, there is little doubt that the establishment of a major supermarket
in Ferrymead in 2000 has resulted in a significant increase in the level of functional amenity for those living
conveniently nearby.  Since a range of other smaller retail outlets has also been allowed to establish and
grow, this has added to the functional amenity of the location and also resulted in a degree of enhanced
social amenity, focussed  largely on the increased opportunities to socialise and enjoy leisure aspects of
shopping locally.  However, it is equally evident that the potential for social amenity is limited, and is likely
to remain so as long as the location remains ‘outside’ the acknowledged network of shopping centres.  The
supermarket has attracted numerous businesses to co-locate, but the same cannot be said for community
organisations and facilities.  This is not surprising since the nearest residential communities of any size
(Redcliffs and Woolston) are better served for community facilities by those which already exist closer to
them.  The distance to nearest residential communities will, in the meantime, mean that this situation is
unlikely to change.  Thus, social amenity will continue to be limited to that which accrues as a result of
commercial co-location decisions.  The research shows that the advent of the supermarket and the current
level of business co-location has so far made little difference to the need by local residents to visit other
centres, for things that Ferrymead still does not provide.  Furthermore, an important constraint on the further
enhancement of amenity values in the Ferrymead location is the roading infrastructure and traffic.  Resolving
this issue is not within the powers and responsibilities of the private sector.  The further enhancement of
social amenity values at the Ferrymead location is largely dependent on the strategic involvement of the
Council.

On the basis of the very preliminary assessment carried out so far, it is possible to conclude that the advent
of the stand-alone supermarket at Ferrymead did have some negative impacts on the functional amenity of
the shopping centres at Sumner, Redcliffs and Woolston.  The 2002 survey found that the new Woolworths
store was taking away customers from the local supermarkets particularly in Woolston and Redcliffs but also
to some extent in Sumner.  Related full-time jobs had been replaced with casual workers.  One significant
change was the closure of two bank branches in Woolston and Sumner to be replaced by a new branch at
Ferrymead.  The loss of access to these banks was experienced mostly by less mobile groups in the
communities - the elderly, those without cars or families with only one car which was absent during the
working day.  There were no core bus services which took people through Ferrymead at frequent intervals.
Local schools also commented on the lack of convenience for them from the change in banking services.
A video store and bookshops at both Woolston and Sumner had experienced reduced turnover and
patronage since competitors established at Ferrymead.  None of the businesses surveyed in 2002 had
experienced increases in turnover or patronage.  None of the five community organisations which responded
reported any change in levels of patronage.  In Woolston, attempts to counter the impacts of Ferrymead by
improving the streetscape in the local centre through Council funding and coordinated marketing did not
appear to have had the desired effect.  The business association there had recently disbanded.  Seven out
of eleven people interviewed reported symptoms of decline - again fewer people, fewer shoppers, and an
increase in take-away bars which cater for those passing through but not staying.

However, the consequential impacts on social amenity and social well being have never been investigated.
Furthermore, the symptoms of loss of functional amenity had reversed (for at least half of the businesses
interviewed) by April 2003 as a result of new housing subdivisions at Brookhaven and on the Hills, and also
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high deprivation index for this group of residents, but the rates for Sumner and Redcliffs are not
above average and their deprivation indices are amongst the lowest in the City.
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as the result of a period of exceptional growth in retail expenditure experienced by the City as a whole.
Although some interviewees suggested that the elderly and less mobile  continue to experience relative30

disadvantage from some of the changes even now (e.g. bank closures), the differential effects on amenity
and social well being have not been investigated.

Conclusions from this body of research

In the context of the social analysis framework presented in this report, the collection of empirical studies
supports the following conclusions:-

• empirical evidence for existing centres does indeed reinforce the proposition that commercial
centres embody both functional and social amenity which contribute to the social well being of the
communities they serve;

• the close association between functional and social amenity occurs across all levels of the hierarchy
of existing commercial centres, and appears to increase in extent and diversity with increasing scale
of centre in the hierarchy;

• co-location is important both to businesses and to community organisations and public agencies;
while businesses may make their decisions on location based on an assessment of commercial
opportunities and risks, community organisations and public agencies must also consider obligations
to the communities they serve and how best to maintain and enhance their services; for all groups,
future certainty is an important factor, although community organisations and public agencies may
be inclined to take a longer-term perspective and therefore want greater certainty that any chosen
location will remain appropriate;

• retail competition between centres has led in the past to declining functional amenity of some
centres (the consequences for social well being have never been properly researched in NZ);

• the potential negative impacts of retail competition have been largely absent during the past decade
because they have been masked by exceptionally strong and persistent growth in retail
expenditures; it would be unwise to assume that such exceptional conditions will always prevail;

• the negative impacts on social amenity and social well being of out-of-centre retail development,
including large format retailing, are very difficult to assess on a project-by-project basis and on a
short-term basis; however, ex-post reviews lead researchers to infer that significant loss of social
amenity accumulates over time;

• if high-convenience anchor stores are allowed to become established away from existing centres,
it is very likely that they will attract other retailing activity (if similarly allowed) and thereby develop
increasing functional amenity and a degree of social amenity; however, the extent of social amenity
is likely to be limited (certainly in the short-to-medium term) to that provided on the basis of
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unless there is a corresponding recognition by the Council that a new residential community with
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new needs to be served is emerging, that further retail and community development in the
location is seen as being consistent with the Council’s strategic policies, and that the Council and
other public agencies then commit to building the complementary community infrastructure
expected of a fully integrated centre.
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commercial investments alone, without the public and community investment typical of a fully
integrated centre ;31

• from a social well being perspective, the location of new retail development is less problematic if
it is assumed that all residents are equally mobile and therefore enjoy the same levels of
accessibility to alternative locations; however, it is a mistake to assume that everyone in
Christchurch is equally mobile; some centres have concentrations of less mobile residents living
nearby who are therefore more reliant on what their nearest centre has to offer;

REASONS FOR MANAGING RETAIL DISTRIBUTION

The reasons for managing the pattern of retail distribution across the City must relate back to the provisions
in the legal framework of the RMA.

In light of the information provided or referenced in this report, there can be little question about the linkage
between retail development and the social well being to be derived from such development. 

The arguments for managing the pattern of retail distribution focus on three particular issues: (1) fairness
in applying the enabling provisions; (2) the need to have particular regard to the maintenance and
enhancement of amenity values, also related to the efficient use and development of natural and physical
resources; and (3) the need to consider the risks of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient
information.

The first critical issue is the need to ensure that the s5 enabling provisions apply with fairness to all
communities within the City, regardless of their socio-economic status or advantage. The research has
demonstrated that competition in the retailing sector can and has caused amenity declines in the past,
affecting some urban communities negatively but not others; that there are some centres that appear to be
at risk of declining amenity now (the MarketPlace NZ analysis) and other centres that appear likely to be at
risk if the current liberal approach continues (the Property Economics analysis), even under circumstances
of strongly growing retail expenditures; and that if the location of retailing shifts, not everyone can simply
adjust by accessing the new location.

The second critical issue concerns the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values, and the efficient
use of physical resources.  Creating additional functional and social amenity with further retail development
in new locations away from existing centres should not come at the expense of un-managed declining
amenity in existing centres; this would be contrary to the ‘maintain and enhance’ provisions of Part II.
Furthermore, there are inadequacies in the City’s existing public transport services to provide compensating
accessibility comparable with private vehicles or walking; it would be difficult and inefficient in the use of
physical resources to remedy such inadequacies in an environment where supposedly ‘fixed route’ travel was
subject to significant uncertainty in the future; it is impossible to maintain the efficiency of networked
infrastructure such as roading and public transport if the network itself is subject to repeated change.
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The third critical issue concerns the prudent response to risk and uncertainty.  The fact that some existing
commercial centres have not grown in recent years in the face of the growth opportunities which have
persisted, and indeed some centres have even declined, serves to highlight the need to manage
development patterns not just for periods of rapid expansion but also for less buoyant times - not necessarily
stagnation in retail expenditure trends but much lower rates of overall growth than have typified the recent
past.  Otherwise, during such less buoyant periods, declining amenity could be a prospect for even more of
the City’s existing commercial centres.  While many aspects of the future are very uncertain and difficult to
predict (e.g. changes in migration flows, stock market crashes, SARS, international terrorism, etc.), what is
far from uncertain is that the future will continue to exhibit fluctuations (cyclical or otherwise) and shocks;
periods of less buoyant growth in retail expenditure and retail development must be expected from time to
time.

Hence, a City Plan that is robust in the face of these uncertainties is prudent and justified.

The social risks of not pursuing the proposed Variation are an important focus for social monitoring.
Although there has been virtually no systematic research into the negative social consequences of retail
decline (in NZ or elsewhere), there are sufficient indicators of social risks (see earlier discussion) to justify
some level of monitoring effort related to future developments in retail distribution around the city.
Furthermore, the links between retail function and well being described in this report provide a useful
framework for developing such a monitoring programme.

CITY PLAN - POLICY FRAMEWORK

The Proposed City Plan provides a policy framework for managing the future development of commercial
activities.  It is a framework which recognises explicitly the important role that commercial centres have in
enabling urban communities to provide for their social and economic well being.

Any controls on the location of future commercial development (particularly retail development) must
address the issues identified in the previous section, particularly at the strategic level, i.e. whenever retail
developments are proposed which are outside the central city and existing B1 and B2 zones, and which are
not already permitted by the Plan.

The regulatory approach being proposed through the Plan Variation is one which requires an assessment
of effects for certain retail proposals outside the central city or existing B1 or B2 zones.  This is because such
proposals have the potential for significant distributional effects on the retailing activity in one or more
existing centres and therefore might have significant effects on the functional and social amenity values of
those centres.

Such assessments will be strategic in nature.  In other words, they are intended primarily to establish
consistency (or otherwise) with City-wide policies, including those established through Variation 86, where
the scope of effects to be assessed is broad enough to encompass not just local effects but also potential
effects on the functional and social amenity values of existing centres.

For such strategic assessments, there is a cluster of policies in the Proposed City Plan which are particularly
relevant.  They include the policy on Distribution of Commercial Activity, the policy on the Cumulative
Effects of Commercial Activity, policy on New Commercial Centres, and policy on Expansion of Suburban
Centres.  Once made operative, and taken together, they  provide the policy framework within which the
appropriateness of new retail proposals are to be assessed.
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SECTION 32 ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE REGULATORY APPROACHES TO MANAGING FUTURE
RETAIL DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

The s32 analysis presented below is based on a set of assumptions which are described in Appendix 7.  It
should be read in conjunction with the s32 analyses prepared by other consultants.  The six regulatory
approaches evaluated are as follows:-

1 Status Quo
2A Small Format Approach
2B Large Format Approach
3 Thresholds with Exemptions Approach
4 Thresholds Approach
5 Traditional List-based Approach

The s32 analysis is presented for three scenarios of future retail expenditure trends - ‘high’, ‘expected’ and
‘low’.  The ‘expected’ growth scenario is the base scenario.  The ‘high’ and ‘low’ scenarios are distinguished
in relative terms, with specific points of difference from the ‘expected’ growth scenario highlighted in bold
text.  Each regulatory approach is evaluated in terms of the anticipated outcomes for social well being.
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The ‘High’ growth scenario

Social & community benefits Social & community dis-benefits

1 • increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones) to access g&s in the short-
medium term; i.e. it may reduce the travel
distance and time for some households to
particular retail outlets;
• increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• may increase distribution and total quantum of
business support (e.g. sponsorships) more
widely across community groups;
• may lead to the establishment of new focal
points for community with limited additional
social amenity as retail diversifies around
anchor stores in certain B3, B3B B4 zones;
• all these benefits tend to be localised around
the B3, B3B, B4 zones which develop
• these benefits will occur to a greater extent
than under the ‘expected’ growth scenario

• limits growth in the functional amenity of existing
centres; spending losses from competition are offset
by growth in overall retail spend; 
• undermines non-commercial infrastructure
investments in existing centres; increases uncertainty
for making future non-commercial investments;
•undermines social well being contributions which
depend on enhancing the multi-use, integrated nature
of existing shopping centres (e.g. leisure, community
identity, social cohesion)
• undermines public transport network and access by
those groups who are most reliant on public transport;
• threatens vitality/viability of existing small-medium
size centres and reduces access for less mobile
groups in related communities;
• increases uncertainty about job security in retailing
and may increase levels of precarious (part-time,
casual) employment;
• dis-benefits may affect a large proportion of the
City’s residents;
• first 3 dis-benefits likely to be less than under the
‘expected’ growth scenario;
• next 3 dis-benefits likely to be exacerbated

0 • increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• these benefits tend to be localised around the
B3, B3B, B4 zones which develop;
• these benefits will occur to a greater extent
than under the ‘expected’ growth scenario

• may undermine the viability of nearby local shopping
centres (clusters of similar small shops) and occur in
more locations than under the ‘expected’ growth
scenario ;
• these dis-benefits will be less than under the
‘expected’ growth scenario

2B • increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones) to access g&s in short-medium
term; i.e. it may reduce the travel distance and
time for some households to particular retail
outlets;
• increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• may increase distribution and total quantum of
business support (e.g. sponsorships) more
widely across community groups;
• benefits are less than for1 in the absence of
the functional diversity which results from
excluding smaller retailers
• these benefits will occur to a greater extent
than under the ‘expected’ growth scenario

• threatens vitality/viability of existing small-medium
size centres and reduces access and well being for
less mobile groups in related communities;
• this is likely to happen in more cases than under
the ‘expected’ growth scenario, but also likely to
be more quickly masked by overall expenditure
growth
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3 • provides for the orderly establishment and
coordinated development of new commercial
centres as new focal points for community;
• minimises the risks to amenity values in
existing centres and the social well being in
their associated communities whenever a new
commercial centre/focal point is established;
• increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones + residential growth areas) to
access g&s; i.e. it will reduce the travel distance
and time for households to particular retail
outlets;
• increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• may increase distribution of business support
(e.g. sponsorships) more widely across
community groups;
• encourages coordinated planning of new
centres resulting in greater levels of social
amenity and access;
• points 1 & 2 above will be more critical in
times of ‘high’ growth since the potential
demand for new commercial centres will be
greater
• points 3-5 above will occur to a greater
extent than under the ‘expected’ growth
scenario

• may be some temporary loss of amenity in local
shopping centres which are closest to the location of a
new commercial centre
• this is likely to happen in more cases than under
the ‘expected’ growth scenario, but also likely to
be more quickly masked by overall expenditure
growth

4 • as for 3 above, but taking longer to occur • as for 3 above, but taking longer to occur

5 • increases (maximises) the functional amenity
of existing centres;
• increases social well being contributions which
depend on enhancing the multi-use, integrated
nature of shopping centres (e.g. leisure,
community identity, social cohesion);
• encourages increased investment in social
and community infrastructure in relation to
existing shopping centres;
• encourages coordinated planning of new
centres resulting in greater levels of social
amenity and access;
• supports improved access to g&s from
proposed higher-density residential areas
around existing centres;
• these benefits will be spread across a large
proportion of City’s residents
• these benefits will occur to a greater extent
than under the ‘expected’ growth scenario

• takes longer for the commercial infrastructure and
potential focal points for community activity associated
with areas of new residential growth to develop
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The ‘Expected’ growth scenario

Social & community benefits Social & community dis-benefits

1 • increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones) to access g&s in the short-
medium term; i.e. it may reduce the travel
distance and time for some households to
particular retail outlets;
• increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• may increase distribution (but not total
quantum) of business support (e.g.
sponsorships) more widely across community
groups;
• may lead to the establishment of new focal
points for community with limited social amenity
as retail diversifies around anchor stores in
certain B3, B3B B4 zones;
• all these benefits tend to be localised around
the B3, B3B, B4 zones which develop

• limits growth in the functional amenity of existing
centres; spending losses from competition may be
partially offset by growth in overall retail spend; 
• undermines non-commercial infrastructure
investments in existing centres; increases uncertainty
for making future non-commercial investments;
•undermines social well being contributions which
depend on enhancing the multi-use, integrated nature
of existing shopping centres (e.g. leisure, community
identity, social cohesion)
• undermines the public transport network and access
by those groups who are most reliant on public
transport;
• threatens vitality/viability of existing small-medium
size centres and reduces access and well being for
less mobile groups in related communities;
• increases uncertainty about job security in retailing
and may increase levels of precarious (part-time,
casual) employment;
• dis-benefits may affect a large proportion of the
City’s residents

0 • increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• these benefits tend to be localised around the
B3, B3B, B4 zones which develop

• may undermine the viability of nearby local shopping
centres (clusters of similar small shops)

2B • increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones) to access g&s in the short-
medium term; i.e. it may reduce the travel
distance and time for some households to
particular retail outlets;
• increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• may increase distribution (but not total
quantum) of business support (e.g.
sponsorships) more widely across community
groups;
• benefits are less than for1 in the absence of
the functional diversity which results from
excluding smaller retailers

• threatens vitality/viability of existing small-medium
size centres and reduces access and well being for
less mobile groups in related communities;
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3 • provides for the orderly establishment and
coordinated development of new commercial
centres as new focal points for communities;
• minimises the risks to amenity values in
existing centres and the social well being in
their associated communities whenever a new
commercial centre/community focal point is
established;
• increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones) to access g&s; i.e. it will reduce
the travel distance and time for households to
particular retail outlets in areas of new
residential growth;
• increases access to a limited range of g&s
outlets for people working in B3, B3B, B4
zones;
• may increase distribution of business support
(e.g. sponsorships) more widely across
community groups;
• encourages coordinated planning of new
centres resulting in greater levels of social
amenity and access;
• all these benefits tend to be localised around
the new focal points or B3, B3B, B4 zones
where new retail development occurs

• may be some temporary loss of amenity in local
shopping centres which are closest to the location of a
new commercial centre

4 • as for 3 above, but taking longer to occur • as for 3 above, but taking longer to occur

5 • increases (maximises) the functional amenity
of existing centres;
• increases social well being contributions which
depend on enhancing the multi-use, integrated
nature of shopping centres (e.g. leisure,
community identity, social cohesion);
• encourages increased investment in social
and community infrastructure in relation to
existing shopping centres;
• encourages coordinated planning of new
centres resulting in greater levels of social
amenity and access;
• supports improved access to g&s from
proposed higher-density residential areas
around existing centres;
• these benefits will be spread across a large
proportion of City’s residents

• takes longer for the commercial infrastructure and
potential focal points for community activity associated
with areas of new residential growth to develop
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The ‘Low’ growth scenario

Social & community benefits Social & community dis-benefits

1 • under ‘low’ growth, the benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively
infrequently
• increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones) to access g&s in the short-
medium term; i.e. it may reduce the travel
distance and time for some households to
particular retail outlets;
• increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• may increase distribution (but not total
quantum) of business support (e.g.
sponsorships) more widely across community
groups;
• may lead to the establishment of new focal
points for community with limited social amenity
as retail diversifies around anchor stores in
certain B3, B3B B4 zones;
• all these benefits tend to be localised around
the B3, B3B, B4 zones which develop

• under ‘low’ growth, the dis-benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively infrequently,
but be more severe and longer lasting when they
do occur;
• limits growth in the functional amenity of existing
centres; spending losses from competition may be
partially offset by growth in overall retail spend; 
• undermines non-commercial infrastructure
investments in existing centres; increases uncertainty
for making future non-commercial investments;
•undermines social well being contributions which
depend on enhancing the multi-use, integrated nature
of existing shopping centres (e.g. leisure, community
identity, social cohesion)
• undermines public transport network and access by
those groups who are most reliant on public transport;
• threatens vitality/viability of existing small-medium
size centres and reduces access and well being for
less mobile groups in related communities;
• increases uncertainty about job security in retailing
and may increase levels of precarious (part-time,
casual) employment;
• dis-benefits may affect a large proportion of the
City’s residents

0 • under ‘low’ growth, the benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively
infrequently
• increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• these benefits tend to be localised around the
B3, B3B, B4 zones which develop

• under ‘low’ growth, the dis-benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively infrequently,
but be more severe and longer lasting when they
do occur;
• may undermine the viability of nearby local shopping
centres (clusters of similar small shops)

2B • under ‘low’ growth, the benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively
infrequently
• increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones) to access g&s in the short-
medium term; i.e. it may reduce the travel
distance and time for some households to
particular retail outlets;
• increases access to g&s outlets for people
working in B3, B3B, B4 zones;
• may increase distribution (but not total
quantum) of business support (e.g.
sponsorships) more widely across community
groups;
• benefits are less than for1 in the absence of
the functional diversity which results from
excluding smaller retailers

• under ‘low’ growth, the dis-benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively infrequently,
but be more severe and longer lasting when they
do occur;
• threatens vitality/viability of existing small-medium
size centres and reduces access and well being for
less mobile groups in related communities;
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3 • provides for the orderly establishment and
coordinated development of new commercial
centres as new focal points for community;
• minimises the risks to amenity values in
existing centres and the social well being in
their associated communities whenever a new
commercial centre/focal point is established;
• under ‘low’ growth, the benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively
infrequently
• increases choice and number of locations (B3,
B3B, B4 zones) to access g&s; i.e. it will reduce
the travel distance and time for households to
particular retail outlets in areas of new
residential growth;
• increases access to limited range of g&s
outlets for people working in B3, B3B, B4
zones;
• may increase distribution of business support
(e.g. sponsorships) more widely across
community groups;
• encourages coordinated planning of new
centres resulting in greater levels of social
amenity and access;
• all these benefits tend to be localised around
the new focal points or B3, B3B, B4 zones
where new retail development occurs

• under ‘low’ growth, the dis-benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively infrequently,
but be more severe and longer lasting when they
do occur;
• may be some temporary loss of amenity in local
shopping centres which are closest to the location of a
new commercial centre

4 • as for 3 above, but taking longer to occur • as for 3 above, but taking longer to occur

5 • under ‘low’ growth, the benefits described
below are likely to occur relatively
infrequently
• increases (maximises) the functional amenity
of existing centres;
• increases social well being contributions which
depend on enhancing the multi-use, integrated
nature of shopping centres (e.g. leisure,
community identity, social cohesion);
• encourages increased investment in social
and community infrastructure in relation to
existing shopping centres;
• encourages coordinated planning of new
centres resulting in greater levels of social
amenity and access;
• supports improved access to g&s from
proposed higher-density residential areas
around existing centres;
• these benefits will be spread across a large
proportion of City’s residents

• takes longer for the commercial infrastructure and
potential focal points for community activity associated
with areas of new residential growth to develop
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This statement is not intended to imply that the functional amenity applies only for nearby residents;
1

it simply makes explicit the fact that the data presented were gathered only from nearby residents.

The Glenfield Mall has two supermarkets.
2

Of the three supermarkets in this comparison, Ferrymead W oolworths has been operating for by far
3

the shortest period of time - two years.

% of those respondents who indicated that they mainly use the nominated centre for their main food
4

and grocery shopping

APPENDIX 1 Contributions to social well being from the functional amenity of commercial

centres

Supermarkets as anchors of functional amenity

The importance of superm arkets as anchors of functional amenity in shopping centres is evident in data on

the level of use and frequency with which nearby residents  visit them. Case study data demonstrate both1

aspects of this.

Table 1.1a Level of supermarket use and frequency of visits

Main retail facility % of nearby residents using

the supermarket for their

main grocery shopping

% of nearby residents

visiting weekly or more

frequently

Glenfield Mall 84 972

Ferrymead Woolworths 59 853

St Martins NW 63 89

This high frequency of visiting superm arkets is confirmed by data from the Janus city-wide shopping survey

in April/May 2003 which showed that ‘in the past seven days’ 72% of respondents had been superm arket

shopping.  This survey would have captured customers living at considerably greater distances from their

chosen supermarkets than was so in the case study research.  The exit survey data from St Lukes and

Newmarket in Auckland show sim ilar high frequencies of visiting.

Table 1.1b Level of centre use for main food and grocery shopping, and frequency of visits

Shopping centre % of exit survey respondents

using the supermarket for their

main grocery shopping

% of exit survey

respondents visiting4

weekly or more frequently

St Lukes 49 89

Newmarket 22 91
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In the case of St Lukes shopping centre 44% of those interviewed made no use of such facilities on
5

the day, while the figure for non use of facilities at Newmarket was considerably lower at 23%

The ‘convenience’ factor of shopping centres

People often combine visits to several places within or near a shopping centre, indicating that such co-location

adds to their functional roles.  The case studies made this explicit in a semi-quantitative manner by asking the

extent to which visits to the shopping centre involved visits to the supermarket or mall that is the main retail

attraction within the centre.

Table 1.2a Incidence of multiple destinations within the shopping centre

Main retail facility Visits to other shops (in the centre) 

when visiting the main retail facility

Never Sometimes Always or often

Glenfield Mall 22% 62% 16%

Ferrymead Woolworths 19% 26% 56%

St Martins NW 5% 26% 62%

The difference between Glenfield Mall and the other two cases can be explained by the fact that the Mall itself

contains 113 retail outlets in addition to the two supermarkets inside the Mall.  The Auckland exit surveys of

St Lukes and Newmarket give further insights into the nature and prevalence of multi-purpose visits to

shopping centres.

Table 1.2b Incidence of various purposes for visit on day of exit survey

Purpose of visit %  of St Lukes’ visitors

who use St Lukes for their 

main food and grocery

shopping

(N=245)

%  of Newmarket visitors

who use Newmarket for their 

main food and grocery

shopping

(N=112)

supermarket/grocery shopping

takeaway food/drink

snack/meal/drink in the centre

buy non-food items

personal services

browsing/looking around

meeting friends/fam ily

entertainment

work/employers’ business

68

4

15

34

26

19

4

2

2

33

7

27

19

19

22

16

26

29

The Auckland exit surveys also indicate the particular non-retail facilities which users make most use of when

visiting shopping centres .5
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Table 1.2c Incidence of facility usage in shopping centres on day of exit survey

Type of facility used %  of St Lukes’ visitors

who use St Lukes for their 

main food and grocery

shopping

(N=245)

%  of Newmarket visitors

who use Newmarket for their 

main food and grocery

shopping

(N=112)

ATM

foodcourt

toilets

public seating

mothers room/creche/plunket

rooms

information centre

public library

telephones

video games

public/community display

29

18

19

17

1

3

4

3

n/a

2

38

32

23

24

2

1

2

8

4

2

Another indicator of the way retail co-location increases functional amenity can be gauged from nearby

residents’ responses to the question about whether supermarket/mall development made any difference to

their use of other shops in the shopping centre.

Table 1.3 Changes in use of other shops with supermarket/mall development or re-development

Main retail facility % reporting increased use 

of other shops in the shopping centre

Glenfield Mall 37%

Ferrymead Woolworths 81%

St Martins NW 19%

Although increased use of other shops in the shopping centres occurred in each case study, the most

substantial increase was in Ferrymead, where 81% of nearby residents reported increased use of other shops.

This is most likely due to the transformation of Ferrymead into an ‘emerging’ commercial centre with the

advent of the supermarket, and the significant increase in other businesses locating nearby as a result.  While

the Ferrymead case involved a new supermarket and new adjacent commercial activity, St Martins and

Glenfield were re-developments (upgrades).

The three case studies provide insights into the relative importance of other places visited in each shopping

centre.  In the small neighbourhood centre of St Martins, for example, more than two-thirds of residents

interviewed were in the habit of using the Post Shop, pharmacy and bank, while one-third or more also visited

each of the various food outlets (café, fish and chip shop, bakery) or the garage or the library.  In the emerging

commercial centre of Ferrymead a sim ilar m ix of service and leisure-related outlets was also evident for

significant proportions of nearby residents,as was also the case for nearby residents in the Glenfield case

study.
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Table 1.4 Other retail outlets in Ferrymead visited in past 12 months

% All local residents

interviewed

N=95

Garden centre

Book store

Fruit & Vege shop

Bank

Garage

Video store

Pharmacy

Restaurant or café

Tavern

67%

66%

58%

55%

44%

40%

37%

37%

32%

Table 1.5 Other retail outlets in Glenfield visited in past 12 months

All nearby residents

interviewed; n=98

Community centre

Library

Leisure centre/swimming pool

Doctor/medical centre/clinic

Physiotherapist/optometrist

Pharmacy

Bank

ATM

Hardware store

Liquor store

Dairy/bakery 

Restaurant

Pub/bar

Chipmunks

27%

71%

47%

44%

16%

50%

48%

34%

45%

17%

41%

41%

6%

6%

Residents ratings of functional amenity 

In the case study research, residents living nearby were asked how they rated the shopping centres as places

to go shopping, as places to visit for personal or household services such as using the doctor or kindergarten,

as places to meet friends or family or for other social purposes such as having a meal or a drink.
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% ‘don’t know’ not included in this table
6

Results are for the sample who mainly use the nominated centre for their main food and grocery
7

shopping.

% ‘don’t know’ not included in this table
8

Table 1.6a Residents ratings of the shopping centres as places to go shopping

Shopping

Centre

% ‘as a place to go shopping Collective6

rating: scale

of 1

(unimp.) - 5

(imp.)
“very

important”

“important” “neither imp.

or unimp.”

“not

important”

“not

important at

all”

Glenfield 43 38 9 7 2 4.1

Ferrymead 31 40 15 9 5 3.8

St Martins 45 29 14 8 2 4.0

The results indicate that residents nearby all the shopping centres rate the functional amenity highly,

irrespective of the shopping centre’s place in the retail hierarchy.  Overall ratings in each case correspond to

“important” on the word scale.  The slightly lower rating for Ferrymead probably reflects its relative newness

compared with the other two long-established shopping centres.  Relative inaccessibility for a variety of modes

of travel may also be a factor (see Appendix 3, Table 3.1a).  This result is consistent with the results in Table

1.1a.  This is strong confirmation of the contribution to social wellbeing made by the core functional amenity

of nearby shopping centres.  The exit surveys from Auckland reinforce this finding, particularly amongst those

who use the nominated centres for their main food and grocery shopping.

Table 1.6b Users  ratings of the shopping centres as places to go shopping7

Shopping

Centre

% ‘as a place to go shopping Collective8

rating: scale

of 1

(unimp.) - 5

(imp.)
“very

important”

“important” “neither imp.

or unimp.”

“not

important”

“not

important at

all”

St Lukes 45% 46% 8% 1% 0% 4.3

Newmarket 30% 50% 13% 6% 1% 4.0
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% ‘don’t know’ not included in this table
9

% ‘don’t know’ not included in this table
10

Table 1.7a Residents ratings of the shopping centres as places to access personal and

household services 

Shopping

Centre

% ‘as a place to access personal and household services Collective9

rating: scale

of 1

(unimp.) - 5

(imp.)
“very

important”

“important” “neither imp.

or unimp.”

“not

important”

“not

important at

all”

Glenfield 28 42 10 10 8 3.7

Ferrymead 15 28 12 30 16 3.0

St Martins 13 24 13 28 20 2.8

The diversity of functions in and around shopping centres tends to increase with size of shopping centre and

is reflected in the comparisons of the functional amenity gained from access to household and personal

services in each case.  The overall rating for the Glenfield district shopping centre corresponds to “important”

on the word scale, whereas for the two smaller shopping centres it corresponds to “neither important or

unimportant”.  These data indicate the significant increment to functional amenity and social wellbeing from

being able to access such personal and household services conveniently in the nearby shopping centre.

The exit surveys from St Lukes and Newmarket in Auckland give lower ratings for these larger shopping

centres than for the smaller centres in Christchurch, both for the sample of all users as well as the sample of

those who use the nominated centre for the main food and grocery shopping. Providers of

personal/households services are less likely to be situated in large sub regional centres - in part because of

high costs of rent.  The services that are there - e.g. banks - are not always easy to access on single purpose

visits.  

Table 1.7b Users ratings of the shopping centres as places to access personal and household

services 

Shopping

Centre

% ‘as a place to access personal and household services Collective10

rating: scale

of 1

(unimp.) - 5

(imp.)
“very

important”

“important” “neither

imp.

or unimp.”

“not

important”

“not

important at

all”

St Lukes 12% 19% 13% 34% 22% 2.6

Newmarket 6% 13% 15% 37% 29% 2.3
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Residents’ revealed criteria for functional amenity 

The survey of 1000 households in Christchurch (Janus Marketing Ltd, 2003) asked an open-ended question

about preferences for shopping at a mall or the city centre.  Many of the categories of response reveal implicit

criteria relevant to a consideration of amenity value.

Malls were preferred on the grounds of ease of parking (and free parking), convenience of access to shops,

proxim ity of location, dislike of traffic, ease of use with children, protection from weather, general safety,

cleanliness, and quality of service.

The city centre was preferred on the grounds of character/atmosphere and variety of shops, better quality, and

the level of exercise involved.

The city centre and malls (as a generic group) were rated more or less evenly on the grounds of accessibility

by bus (public transport), and access to cafes and food.
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Neither is functional amenity objectively quantified in some single parameter.
11

This category does not include fast-food or take-away food outlets.  It includes only venues where
12

people can purchase food or drink and consume this on site.

Even neighbourhood or local shopping centres can and do include medical centres or restaurants.
13

Capacity in the sense of catering to different scales of community.
14

APPENDIX 2 Contributions to social well being from the social amenity of commercial centres

Social amenity is gained through a commercial centre’s social role,  providing convenient locations for people

to access a variety of recreational and socialising venues, and to access personal and household services,

such as cafes, medical centres, recreation facilities and creches.  Although such commercialised activities add

functional amenity to a centre, it is their outcome contributions to the social needs and wellbeing of the

community that is of interest here - contributions to health, leisure,  the social environment and a sense of

participation in the community.

It is not possible to provide an objective quantification of social amenity  and social well being.  Nevertheless,11

it is possible to describe attributes of commercial centre composition and people’s ratings of their experience

in quantitative terms.  Such indicators can be useful for comparative purposes.

Health and leisure activities in the composition of commercial centres

The extent to which health and leisure activities have become incorporated into the fabric of com m ercial

centres is indicated by the numbers of associated business enterprises and other services located there.  The

comparative analysis (Baines et al., 2003) divided a sample of fourteen shopping centres into eight larger and

longer-established centres and six smaller centres or those formed around bulk retail stores and stand-alone

supermarkets where the number and diversification of retail outlets was less.

Table 2.1 Comparison of scale, composition and contribution to social amenity

Attribute of comparison Larger 

shopping centres

Smaller 

shopping centres

Ave No. of anchor stores 4 2

Ave No. of separate retail outlets 142 43

Ave No. of eating/drinking venues 16 412

Ave No. of entertainment/recreation

venues

1 0

Ave No. of medical/health-related practices 9 1

These results suggest that wherever retail developments occur, there is scope and a tendency for

diversification to occur, irrespective of the scale of the shopping centre .  Nevertheless, there appears to be13

a strong correlation between the scale of the shopping centre and its capacity  to provide a significant social14

role.  This analysis is tabulated below for those centres in Christchurch City.
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Table 2.2 Relative numbers of activities which contribute additional functional amenity and

social amenity, Christchurch, 2002

Location Restaurants, bars, cafes Health/medical

sub-regional:

Papanui*

Riccarton

2931 129

district:

Linwood*

Shirley*

New Brighton

Bishopdale

89157 9794

suburban:

Avonhead

Woolston

33 32

Out of centre retail:

Ferrymead

Belfast Supa Centa

100 30

(*) data pre-date expansion activities currently underway or recently completed.

The nucleating influence of retail/commercial activity

The analysis of scale and diversity in functional amenity was taken further for the ten shopping centres in

Christchurch (Baines et al., 2003).  The effects of nucleating behaviour on retail/commercial outlets and

community facilities was explored in a sim ilar fashion. Results are presented in Table 2.3.
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Research has not been carried out to determine whether the level of use of the community
15

infrastructure has declined in the same way as the level of retail activity has declined.

Based both on the number of socialising venues which have evolved and also on observations
16

made during the field research of the way in which some of these venues are used.

Table 2.3 Relative numbers of retail/commercial outlets and community facilities, Christchurch,

2002

Location # Retail/Commercial outlets # Community facilities

within the

shopping

centre

in the

neighbouring

‘host

community’

Total within the

shopping

centre

in the

neighbouring

‘host

community’

Total

sub-regional:

Papanui

Riccarton

201224 1026 211250 189 1420 3229

district:

Linwood

Shirley

New Brighton

Bishopdale

758313357 64105 8.2e+08 5044 10151716 1.5e+07

suburban:

Avonhead

Woolston

2144 33 2447 6 57 513

Out of centre

retail:

Ferrymead

Belfast Supa

Centa

675 0 675 10 25 35

It is evident that larger centres tend to have associated with them more community facilities than smaller

centres. Two of the centres that are currently in decline in terms of retail function (Bishopdale and New

Brighton), still retain relatively high levels of community infrastructure .  The longer established and larger the15

scale of the shopping centre, the more diverse the community use of that centre. It is also apparent that in the

sub-regional centres, the community facilities tend to be more interspersed among the commercial activities

(i.e. 44% are within the shopping centre zone itself) in comparison with smaller district or suburban centres

where community facilities are clustered nearby in the host community (i.e only 21% are within the shopping

centre zone itself). While this is at one level a reflection of the constraints of space, it also reflects a difference

in the degree of inter-relatedness between functional amenities in that combined space.  The two newest and

rapidly growing centres in terms of their retail function (Ferrymead and Belfast/Northwood) have so far

developed relatively low levels of com m unity infrastructure.  This suggests that such development tends to

lag behind the purely commercial development.  However, there are signs in the case of Ferrymead that a

lim ited social role has evolved  (refer to Table 2.2).  Note that even a centre with lim ited social role would16

have a modicum of social amenity - and this amenity will increase with an expanded social role.  If the tavern,

cafes, etc are part of the centre - and we agree they are in the case of Ferrymead -  then the centre must have

social amenity.
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% ‘don’t know’ not included in this table
17

In view of the fact that the recently re-developed Glenfield Mall has a strong orientation to youth in
18

its provision of socialising and entertainment venues, it is likely that its rating underscores this due

to the fact that the sample of local residents interviewed under-represented youth.

Residents’ ratings of social amenity 

In the case study research, residents living nearby were asked how they rated the shopping centres as places

to meet friends or family or for other social purposes such as having a meal or a drink.

Table 2.4a Residents ratings of the shopping centres as places to meet friends or family or to

socialise 

Shopping

Centre

% ‘as a place to meet friends or family or to socialise Collective17

rating: scale

of 1

(unimp.) - 5

(imp.)
“very

important”

“important” “neither imp.

or unimp.”

“not

important”

“not

important at

all”

Glenfield 7 26 15 32 18 2.718

Ferrymead 6 24 10 38 21 2.6

St Martins 1 3 16 42 37 1.8

There is a distinction in perceived social amenity value between the small neighbourhood shopping centre of

St Martins and the other two larger shopping centres (suburban and district in scale). 

The exit surveys from Auckland extend the range of these comparisons to larger sub-regional shopping

centres.  It seems that the larger retail centres have a wider diversity of shopping and  entertainment facilities

that makes them more attractive places for spending time with family and friends.  Further commentary on the

theme of how shopping centres provide social amenity can be found in Taylor (2001).
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Results are for the sample who mainly use the nominated centre for their main food and grocery
19

shopping.

% ‘don’t know’ not included in this table
20

The Auckland exit surveys asked for separate ratings of places to socialising and for entertainment
21

purposes.  The Newmarket shopping centre gained a high rating for entertainment while the St

Lukes shopping centre did not, reflecting the greater diversity and choice of specific entertainment

venues in Newmarket.

Table 2.4b Users  ratings of the shopping centres as places to meet friends or family or to19

socialise

Shopping

Centre

% ‘as a place to meet friends or family or to socialise Collective20

rating: scale

of 1

(unimp.) - 5

(imp.)
“very

important”

“important” “neither imp.

or unimp.”

“not

important”

“not

important at

all”

St Lukes 4% 24% 21% 34% 18% 2.6

Newmarket 16% 42% 19% 16% 7% 3.421

The exit surveys also asked questions about certain types of social interaction that shopping centre users

experience.  These results reinforce the significance of shopping centres as places where shopping and

socialising occur together.  In the case of St Lukes, one third of all users experienced some form of social

interaction, while in the case of Newmarket the proportion was considerably higher at 56%.  Newmarket is a

well established shopping strip with a wide range of activities including cafes, cinemas etc and a major hub

for public transport.  It is very attractive for young people.  By contrast, St Lukes is a purpose built mall, first

opened in 1972 and extended in 1990, with far less in the way of specific entertainment facilities. Thus there

is a consistency between the results in Tables 2.4b and 2.4c.

Table 2.4c Incidence of social interactions within the shopping centre on day of exit survey

Type of social interaction %  of St Lukes’ visitors

who use St Lukes for their 

main food and grocery shopping

(N=245)

%  of Newmarket visitors

who use Newmarket for their 

main food and grocery shopping

(N=112)

met friends/family as planned

met friends/family casually

had casual conversation with

person not previously known

5

11

17

25

13

26
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Questionnaire responses allowed for two responses if this was indeed typical of the respondents behaviour
22

pattern; hence row totals sum to more than 100%

APPENDIX 3 Significance of mode of access and role of public transport

Mode of access to supermarkets for nearby residents

The three case studies focussed on the travel behaviours of residents generally living within 600-800m of their

nearest supermarket or mall; in the case of Ferrymead, the longest distances were somewhat greater at

approximately 1000-1200m.  As such, the sampling does not reflect the full residential catchment of these

retail facilities.  However, it does dem onstrate significant levels of non-car-based travel in close proxim ity to

the supermarkets, and this fact needs to be recognised.

All three case studies revealed distinctly bi-modal patterns.  In other words, nearby residents reported that

they either walked or drove themselves to the supermarket - for some walking was the dominant mode, for

others driving was the dominant mode, while for others it was a matter of choice depending on circumstances

(e.g. expecting to carry large loads, weather conditions, traffic conditions, etc.)  Nevertheless, in each case

walking was reported as being a common mode of travel to the supermarket for significant proportions of

nearby residents.

Table 3.1a Mode of travel

Main retail facility Level in

shopping 

centre hierarchy

Distance to

supermarket

Mode of travel22

usually

walk 

commonly

walk or drive

usually

drive

Glenfield Mall district 20-600m 37% 30% 33%

Ferrymead

Woolworths

suburban 600-1200m 6% 37% 57%

St Martins NW neighbourhood 20-800m 37% 40% 23%

The Auckland exit surveys for St Lukes and Newmarket reveal that, even for large centres near the top of the

shopping centre hierarchy, access by walking is significant (and therefore an important aspect of functional

amenity to recognise).  The use of public transport can also be important.
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In contrast to the case study surveys, these exit surveys permitted only one category of response -
23

i.e. the main mode of travel for accessing the shopping centre.

defined in terms of the statistical  mesh blocks which  most closely matched a radius of 400m
24

around the outside boundary of existing B2 zones across the city.

These include lack of income, employment, communication, transport, personal support,
25

qualifications, home ownership and living space

i.e. above the city-wide average
26

Table 3.1b Mode of travel - for those who mainly use the nominated centres for their main food

and grocery shopping

Shopping

centre

Level in shopping 

centre hierarchy

Main mode of travel23

walk public transport drive

St Lukes sub-regional 17% 5% 75%

Newmarket sub-regional 21% 32% 42%

Relative mobility of residents living near to established shopping centres in Christchurch

The Council’s Monitoring and Research team (CCC, 2003) has carried out a demographic analysis of the

neighbourhoods  surrounding the City’s B2 zones.  The analysis exam ined data on deprivation index, as well24

as percentage of households without a car, with children under the age of 15 years and with people 65 years

and above.  Results are summarised in Table 3.2 .  The data on deprivation index (which is based on analysis

of nine factors, indicative of material and social deficits ) were aggregated into a consolidated indicator for25

each area analysed.  Results  provide clear evidence that there are concentrations  of less mobile residents26

clustered in the vicinity of the majority of the City’s shopping centres.  This is the case for 16 out of 28 centres

analysed.  The City’s four main district-level centres have attracted above-average proportions (20% to 70%

above the city-wide average) of car-less households to locate relatively nearby so that they may take

advantage of proxim ity to enhance access to their nearest shopping centre.  For three of these four district

centres, the analysis also revealed above-average concentrations of elderly residents. However, there are

some smaller centres which have attracted even higher proportions (100% to 160% above the city-wide

average) of car less households such as Sydenham, New Brighton, Addington, Richm ond and

Worcester/Stanmore.  Analysis of the data on deprivation shows that where there are concentrations of

economically disadvantaged households in the vicinity of shopping centres, they are much more likely to be

car-less households than is the case for concentrations of econom ically advantaged households.  In terms

of relative ability to access alternative shopping centres (in the event that the amenity values of their own

centre are not maintained), not only do such households not have a car, they have less money to afford

additional costs of alternative travel modes.
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Table 3.2 Demographic comparisons for residents living near Business 2 zones in 2001

Centre name Consolidated

Deprivation 

Index

% households

with no car

% households

 with children

<15 years

 % households

with members

 65+ years

W orcester/Stanmore

Aranui

Sydenham

New Brighton

Addington

Linwood

W oolston

Richmond

Hornby

Church Corner

Riccarton

Shirley

Belfast

Edgeware

Barrington

Parklands

Hillmorton

Ilam/Clyde

Papanui/Northlands

W airakei/Greers

Bishopdale

St Martins

Halswell

Sumner

Redcliffs

Merivale

Fendalton

Avonhead

9.2

9.1

8.9

8.7

8.3

8.3

8.1

7.7

6.7

6.7

6.4

6.4

6.2

6.1

5.9

5.7

5.5

5.3

5.0

4.4

4.3

3.9

3.8

3.3

3.3

3.2

2.6

2.4

28

19

24

22

22

18

17

23

10

20

17

13

14

18

13

7

10

10

15

5

10

12

3

11

8

10

7

4

10

24

16

18

14

23

20

15

16

13

10

20

22

14

20

23

17

18

18

19

17

22

21

14

12

14

18

19

12

12

8

20

14

11

13

14

14

22

16

19

14

11

14

13

17

16

24

15

22

18

11

13

32

20

17

16

Christchurch City 5.0 11 19 14

Of the three single parameters explored in Table 3.2, the most extreme variation is found in the data on %

households with no car (3% to 28%).  There are a few exceptionally high values in the data on % of

households with members 65+ years (e.g. 24%, 32%) but most  are in the range 11% to 18%.  There is

relatively little variation in the data on % households with children less than 15 years.

The role of public transport

Factors associated with physical access can affect the functional amenity of shopping centres.  Most

supermarkets, malls and shopping centres provide dedicated off-street parking which caters to those with

private transport, although there may be times when the capacity of such parking facilities is insufficient.

People with less access to private transport, such as the elderly for example, sometimes address the need

for access by moving to live in residential facilities which are located close to shopping centres, so that they
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Consultation around Riccarton Mall (Christchurch) and St Lukes Mall (Auckland) reinforced the
27

importance of pedestrian access to these two malls.  A number of residents close to the malls

raised issues about the need to provide safe foot access across busy streets, and through busy

parking areas.  The three case studies also all highlight the importance attached by nearby

residents to traffic and pedestrian safety issues in the vicinity of shopping centres.

can walk or use taxis without incurring excessive expense .  Otherwise, people have to rely on the use of27

public transport.

The link between the hierarchy of shopping centres in Christchurch and the system of public transport was

investigated in the comparative analysis (Baines et al., 2003).  Services are structured into core and

community services, with core services providing the most frequent connections. According to Environment

Canterbury at April/May 2002, the most popular bus service in Christchurch was the Orbiter. Its circular route

connects nine shopping centres altogether, six of which include large malls as their main retail facility. The

Orbiter also provides access to numerous schools along its route, and to a number of other community

facilities such as Princess Margaret Hospital, Pioneer Leisure Centre, Jellie Park Aqualand, cinemas in

Northlands Mall and The Palms, and the University of Canterbury. The next busiest core service - New

Brighton to Hornby - connects four shopping centres including three with malls.  This correspondence between

relatively high levels of patronage (on these fixed-route services ) and access to the broadest range of retail

and leisure activities indicates the importance of accessibility to achieving functional amenity and social well

being.

Public transport is most relevant to sub-regional and district level centres in the hierarchy, as shown in Table

3.3. Local shopping centres are more likely to be accessed by a variety of private means - car, bicycle or on

foot.
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Estimated from Metro Info News, Autumn 2002, published by Environment Canterbury.
28

Table 3.3 Numbers of bus routes connecting with shopping centres  (Centres highlighted in bold28

type are those involved in the other aspects of this analysis)

Orbiter Other core Other services Total

sub-regional:

Papanui

Riccarton

1

1 1

4

6

5

8

district:

Shirley

Linwood

Hornby

New Brighton

Church Corner

Barrington

Sydenham

Merivale

Bishopdale

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

3

2

3

5

3

4

1

6

4

3

5

6

6

6

5

2

6

4

3

suburban:

Avonhead

Woolston

Richmond

Addington

Parklands

Halswell

Edgeware

Wairakei/Greers

Aranui

Ilam

St Martins

Redcliffs*

Sumner*

Hillmorton

Fendalton

Belfast

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

3

1

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

3

3

1

2

2

2

1

3

1

(*) Redcliffs and Sumner are associated with the Ferrymead location.
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APPENDIX 4 The rationale for co-location from the perspective of community facilities and health

services

A business and community organisation perspective on co-location in or near shopping centres 

Two sources of surveyed commentary are available.  The three case studies (St Martins, Ferrymead and

Glenfield) included questions on advantages and disadvantages of co-location in a shopping centre.  In 2002,

a survey was also carried out of 44 community or public organisations clustered around Papanui, Riccarton

and Shirley shopping centres on the theme of multiple amenity (functional and social) commissioned by the

Christchurch City Council.

Sim ilar advantages of location were mentioned by businesses and community organisations in each of the

case studies, including visibility, proxim ity to other businesses and organisations for shared

customers/patrons, and meeting local demand (being close to customer base). In Glenfield and Ferrymead,

where the centres are divided by main roads, businesses and community organisations also considered this

an advantage due to the exposure to increased traffic and patronage from  further afield. In St Martins and

Ferrymead, the pleasant local environments were considered an advantage.  While significant numbers of

businesses and community organisations in each of the case studies reported no disadvantages to their

locations, the level of reporting reduced with the larger centres. For exam ple, the highest number reporting

no disadvantage were in St Martins, then Ferrymead, then Glenfield.  Of those who did report disadvantage

in Ferrym ead and Glenfield, centres with main roads running through them, traffic issues and parking were

common. Disadvantages cited in St Martins were slightly different, including competition with the supermarket,

a lack of space to expand, and the lack of a focal point for people to gather.

The survey in the vicinity of Papanui, Riccarton and Shirley shopping centres aimed to produce a mix of

quantitative and qualitative results.  Personnel in a sample of 44 community activities and health services

located in the vicinity of Papanui (14), Riccarton (11) and Shirley (19) shopping centres were interviewed.  The

breakdown of these categories is presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Categories of community facilities surveyed

Non-retail category Papanui Riccarton Shirley Whole sample

Central Govt agency 3 3 1 7

CCC agency 1 2 2 5

Schools, creches, etc 2 1 3 6

Aged residential care 2 2 3 7

Health services 4 2 6 12

Sport/recreation 1 1 1 3

Church/voluntary 1 - 3 4

All groups 14 11 19 44

When asked about the advantages of location for these non-retail activities, 82% responded explicitly that

‘closeness’ or ‘proxim ity’ to the mall or shopping centre was a major advantage. This is linked, again explicitly,

to aspects of ease of access and proxim ity to main public transport routes, and to convenient off-street parking
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facilities. Some also made reference to the increased ‘visibility’ afforded their activities, and to being close to

the focus of community activity and people traffic.

Proxim ity to other organisations or facilities was also mentioned variously by a number of those interviewed -

closeness to banks, to schools, to medical centres and pharmacies, to churches, to libraries, and so on. Two-

thirds of the community organisations had particular links with other social services or com m unity

organisations nearby (29/44), and also particular links with businesses nearby (28/44). These links can

perhaps be m ost usefully described in terms of clusters, from the perspective of particular categories of

activity, as follows:

Providers of medical and health services: such organisations have strong links with other health providers

nearby, as well as central government agencies such as nearby WINZ, CYF, ACC offices. Relationships with

other nearby businesses are common for both general and specific supplies.

Central Government agencies: (eg: WINZ, Housing NZ, Police, CYF, etc.), the strongest links for these

agencies are both with other agencies or community/service organisations located close by. Proxim ity to a

bank is important for some government agencies because of their roles in providing financial assistance. For

several central government agencies, their co-location in shopping centres is as a direct result of government

policy directives requiring them to be out in the communities they serve, rather than located in the City’s

central business district as they used to be.

Operators of residential facilities for the elderly: these organisations display a high degree of dependence on

both community organisations and businesses nearby, reflecting a strong community association coupled with

physical ease of access - sometimes on foot. There are strong links with specific voluntary community groups

(eg: RSA, Clubs, etc) and with nearby businesses including malls, banks and pharmacies. In this instance,

the link with malls and centres generally serves both functional and social needs. 

Schools, kindergartens and creches: schools and pre-schools develop associations with a wide range of

organisations in their local communities, including retail businesses - to provide learning opportunities, to

access or exchange resources, and for financial support.

Churches and voluntary organisations: for this group the strongest links are with community and service

organisations - providing services to particular client groups (e.g. youth programmes, holiday programmes,

visiting programmes for elderly, etc), and sharing resources (e.g. use of buildings). 

Two-thirds of the organisations also reported experiencing negative effects as a result of their location in

relation to the shopping centre. Half (22/44) referred to problems associated with private motor vehicles, with

one-quarter (11/44) specifying parking issues and one-third (15/44) traffic speed and traffic congestion issues.

The latter were described as being of particular concern for the elderly, parents with young children, and

cyclists. These issues emphasise the growing importance of traffic control and pedestrian safety throughout

shopping centres if both functional and social amenity values are to be maintained or enhanced. 

Several respondents (5/44) commented that certain locations within centres are more advantageous than

others. For example, one recreational organisation noted that while being close to the main thoroughfare, their

location is not actually directly visible from  it. Several schools commented on the fact that their pupils are very

much in the spotlight and their behaviour subject to critical scrutiny because of their close proxim ity to the

shopping centre. Two health services noted  the constraints on their expansion due to zoning restrictions

Sim ilar data on co-location has been presented in several North Island Environment Court cases.  For

example, a high concentration of public facilities also exists in the city centre of Upper Hutt and at the

Pakuranga Plaza in Auckland.  At Upper Hutt the district court, police station, civic offices, library, leisure

centre, gallery, government agencies and numerous community organisations, three schools, medical centres,
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a tribal centre, three chartered clubs and some clusters of pensioner housing are located within the centre or

its vicinity (Taylor et al., 2001). Pakuranga Plaza serves as the main street for the retail centre and with other

nearby activity it has an important social role as the hub of the suburb.   Close by are various social services

and community facilities, including a library, an art gallery, a community centre, a youth and recreational centre

and a community creche.  There are five schools within walking distance of Pakuranga Plaza and three large

rest homes nearby (Taylor,2001).

Perceptions of the shopping centre as a centre of local community

At least half of the businesses and community organisations in the case study host communities expressed

the view that their shopping centre was a centre of local community. In all of the case studies, the businesses

and organisations thought this was because of the range of shops and services available. While  businesses

and community organisations in Ferrymead thought it was also due to an increase in the number of people

using the centre, businesses and organisations in St Martins also considered it was due to frequency of use,

atmosphere, and the ability to meet and exchange community information. In Glenfield it was considered that

the centre functioned as a meeting place.  However, one third of the businesses and community organisations

raised questions about the character of the community focal point and which ‘community’ it was aimed at.  In

particular they noted the particular orientation since re-development toward youth - perhaps at the expense

of other sections of the community, and the increase in patronage from residents who lived outside of

Glenfield.
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APPENDIX 5 A Review of International Literature on the Social Effects of Greenfields or

Brownfields Retail Developments

Scope of the literature review

The literature search carried out for this literature review did not uncover any research that focuses on or

provides in depth analysis of the social impacts of retail decline. Indications are that this is simply an area

yet to be explored in detail. Rather, the literature accessed focuses on retail growth and change, and the

impact of out-of-town centres (or ‘greenfield’ developments) on existing centres and the nature and scope

of any resulting retail decline in existing centres. 

Although concern over the impact of the first out-of-town centres in the United Kingdom facilitated some

impact studies in the 1960s, until recently, there has been only anecdotal evidence and few robust studies

(Thomas & Bromley 1995; Thomas & Bromley 2002). Suggestions made for why there has been a lack of

impact studies include: the lack of government collected statistics (Spark 1995) (in particular the

discontinuation of the Census of Distribution 1971 leaving a lack of consistent inventory of shopping

facilities across regions over time (Thomas & Bromley 2002)), the costs of household surveys (Thomas &

Brom ley 2002), the difficulty of conducting research in a constantly changing retail environment of supply

and demand (Guy 1998), and the “complications in impact assessment of disentangling the effects of

decentralisation from  the wider econom ic and social ‘environmental’ changes” (Thomas & Bromley 2002).

Guy describes recent UK studies as either ‘desk top’ studies of the potential impact of proposed

developments (usually as evidence for or against a proposal), or studies carried out after the completion of

a development (some of which were funded by the government due to concern over the development of

American style regional shopping centres)(1994). The most common indicator of impact used in these

studies is the percentage of an existing town centre’s retail trade which is estimated to be captured by new

development (Guy 1994, p. 307). Generally studies have focused on out-of-town food retailing and non-

food retailing in the form of regional shopping centres, although there has also been som e recent

discussion of the impacts of non-food retailing in the form of retail warehouse parks (Guy 1998). 

There is some insight into the social impact of retail decline on the centres’ communities in this discussion

and research on out-of-town centres. New debate in the public health sector also provides some

interesting insight into the potential social impacts of retail decline. Recent discussion amongst public

health scholars points to the tendency of past research on the built environment (from a public health

perspective) to focus on issues like sanitation and lead paint and its effects on physical health rather than

the broader issues and effects of the design of the built environment on physical, mental and social well

being (Jackson 2003; Buzbee 2003). As such there have been few studies on the relationship between the

design of the built environment and health and well being, but a push now to investigate this relationship

(Dannenberg et al 2003). In particular, efforts to “identify the best practices for designing new communities

and revitalising old ones in a way that promotes physical and mental health” (Dannenberg et al 2003). 

The bulk of the literature is from the United Kingdom (impact studies) and the United States (public health

perspective). In addition to providing an account of the United Kingdom and United States experiences,

these also provide some insight into the Western Europe and Canadian experience. Only one New

Zealand and one Australian article was accessed. 

While providing a good starting point, the literature search conducted for this review clearly highlights the

need for in-depth research and analysis of the social impacts related to out-of-town retail developments

and retail decline - research that would assist with the development of policy and strategy for urban

development that is more strongly socially informed. 
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Note: the literature search encompassed not only retail decline as a result of
29

out-of-town retail developments, but retail decline in general. As it turns out, the literature

accessed focused on out-of-centre retail development. 

Centres with between ten and fifteen shops.
30

Evidence of retail decline

Evidence of retail decline has been discussed below in relation to different countries because of some

differences in their retail sectors, trends, and patterns of growth. These differences have influenced the

nature and scope of retail decline experienced. It should be noted that this discussion deliberately focuses

on retail decline as a result of out-of-town retail developments  (as this is considered a critical part of29

developing an appropriate policy and strategy for urban development),  and does not intend to imply only

negative im pacts of out-of-centre development. Indeed, some positive impacts are described by the

literature reviewed.  

New Zealand

Banks examines changes in the structure of the Christchurch retail sector between 1978 and 1991 and

concludes that restructuring has affected the viability of neighbourhood shopping centres , noting the30

closure of post offices, dairies, butcheries, and draperies (1992, pp. 282-283). Although these trends are

partly explained by national shopping trends towards increased use of supermarkets, Banks also noted

the aggressive marketing by supermarkets which “underlies the relative dem ise of local dairies” (p.283).

Interestingly, Banks does note an increase in the number of takeaways and hairdressers during this period

(p.283). 

United Kingdom

Guy describes the establishment of regional shopping malls in the United Kingdom as an “attempt to apply

a North American concept to a British situation, but notes that the number of such malls in the United

Kingdom is “m inuscule” compared with the num ber in North America (1994, p. 293). While the United

Kingdom saw their introduction in the 1960s, there was a ‘boom ’ in the 1980s. These malls provide a “full

range of retailing, a pleasant and well organised environment for shopping...and abundant free car

parking”, features which provide strong competition for existing centres (Guy 1994, p. 306). 

The effect of this type of competition is discussed by Thomas and Bromley who note the resulting “erosion

of the more mobile [and more affluent] customer base of the small town centres” (1995, p. 432). The term

‘erosion’ is also used to describe the loss of the grocery shopping status of these town centres, based on

the decline in small independent and cooperative grocery store numbers, from  69% of retailers in 1961 to

43% of retailers in 1989 (Thomas and Bromley 1995, p.434). Thomas and Bromley argue that the decline

of these centres has left them with a “residual status serving the less mobile local residents and a top up

emergency option for others” (1995, p. 434). W hether centres in this state can be revived or get trapped in

a spiral of decline is, according to Thomas and Bromley, dependent on several factors including the

number of local residents and their access to a car (1995, p. 435). A spiral of decline may occur when

these centres fail to “secure a functional status”, due to the loss of car borne trade to a distant superstore,

the absence of a good local supermarket, poor car parking, an unattractive/inconvenient shopping

environment, and a decline in local population. (Thomas and Bromley 1995, p. 434). On the other hand,

the effect of large out-of town retail centre may be managed if the existing centre is in a densely populated

area with a high number of people without access to a car (Thomas and Bromley 1995, p. 434). As

Thomas and Bromley note, “regenerative processes in traditional centres can ameliorate competitive

effects” (2002). 
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While some moved to Merry Hill when it first opened, others vacated when
31

customer numbers dropped. Although many of these shops have been re-occupied, it has

largely been by low quality discount and variety stores.

A number of case studies highlighting the impact of out-of-town retail developments on existing centres

are mentioned in the literature reviewed. Some examples include:

• Merry Hill in the West Midlands (established in 1984) - estimated that the largest city centres (e.g.

Birmingham City) closest to the development would lose approximately 10% of their trade, while

smaller centres would lose much more; for example: Dudley where it was estimated that 43% of

their trade would be lost; counts indicate that approximately half of the 70 retailers present in

Dudley in1986 have since vacated , clearly showing a loss of vitality and viability (Guy 1994, p.31

307);

• the Metro Centre in Gateshead, Tyne and Wear (a regional centre that opened in 1986) - this had

a short term  impact on existing centres and districts in the year after its opening, however these

started to recover after the first year (Sparks 1995); another study estimates that 12% of trips

once made to Newcastle City were now made to Metro but that the im pact on the city was

lessened by council efforts to improve car parking (Guy 1994, p. 307);

• Meadowhall in the Don Valley, three miles from the centre of Sheffield - plans for new retail

development in the city centre was dropped, and the replacement of department and major

multiple stores by lower quality stores has occurred (Guy 1994, p. 308)

• Great Swansea - the development of two superstores less than a m ile away from a sm all town

centre resulted in the decline in its function as a main grocery shopping centre, which in turn had a

knock on effect on the non-food sector, leading to problems associated with vacant premises and

environmental deterioration (Guy 1994, p. 432); and

• Ystalyfera in South Wales - a small town (population around 3000) with a substantial and viable

district shopping centre experienced decline as a result of the attraction of new retail facilities; this

decline involved the closure of a dozen or so shops ( including banks, food stores, post offices,

chemists, newsagent, builders/DIY store, shoe store, clothing store, wool store, takeaways,

hairdresser, and beauty salons - a 59% decline in the number of units over a 16 year period)

leaving only residual convenience shopping; resulting vacant shops separated the once coherent

centre into three distinct areas; the author notes that there has been no significant change to the

population numbers or the social characteristics of the local population, but does acknowledge

that the main road through the centre is no longer used by thoroughfare traffic as a bypass was

created (Thomas & Bromley 1995, p. 436-439).

A discussion by Guy (1998, p. 291-305) also highlights the impacts of off-centre ‘retail parks’ (warehouses

that sell bulky or household goods that require large floor areas to store and display). Guy notes the

distinction between different types of off-centre retailing (food, non-food regional shopping centres, and

non-food retail warehouse parks), and the lack of attention these parks have been given. Guy notes that

originally the location of retail parks selling gardening and DIY goods in out-of-town areas was thought to

be acceptable because they were not competing with existing centres. Not long after, carpet and furniture

stores followed, again this was thought acceptable because it was so difficult to accommodate them in an

urban area. However, Guy argues that eventually these started selling household furnishings, children’s

clothing and toys and other comparison products that competed with existing centres. Guy provides

example of three centres affected by off-centre retail parks, two of which clearly experienced negative
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impacts (in Newport for example: there was a 30% decline in pedestrian flows between 1989 and 1997),

one not so adversely affected. 

Some factors influencing the degree of impact are discussed in the literature. It is noted that scale and

location are fundamental influences, that is, the bigger the out-of-town development and the closer it is,

the bigger the impact (Thomas & Bromley 2002). It is also noted that macro economic growth factors have

to be taken into account. In a recession for example, the opening of a new retail facility is likely to have a

much greater impact (Sparks 1995). 

United States

The United States has experienced extensive development and growth of regional shopping malls in the

1960s and 1970s, and discount superstores in the 1980s and 1990s (as has Canada) (Shils 1998; Guy

1994, p. 294). Shils describes the strong competition between these malls/superstores and existing

centres. Not only do these malls/superstores attract customers with their retail and large free car parks (as

compared with the traffic and parking congestion downtown), they have distinct competitive advantages

such as partnership arrangements with manufacturers (resulting in the disappearance of many regional

wholesalers and price wars) (1998, pp. 6-12). 

It is clear that as a result, existing centres (city centres and strip centres) have been affected dramatically

by commercial activities transferring away, and businesses closing down (Shils 1998, p. 7, 14). Shils

(1998, p. 7) describes this effect as “hollowing out the city”, while Guy (1994, p. 306) notes that the

American experience suggests that uncontrolled development can “almost entirely elim inate central area

retailing”. Buzbee notes that shopping centres have replaced villages a short distance from homes, with

“previously vital urban centres...often depleted of stable residents and businesses as malls, distant

suburban housing, and sometimes better government services beckon and are made readily accessible

with yet more highway construction” (2003). Shils notes that this occurs in major metropolitan areas (New

York, Chicago, San Francisco, Miam i), suburban areas, and rural areas of the United States (1998, p. 9).

In Charlotte, North Carolina retailing in the city dropped to less than one sixth of its former size in only

twenty years due to the impact of three regional shopping centres (Guy 1994, p. 306). Interestingly, the

impacts and decline experienced by existing town centres and other smaller centres are now being

experienced by some regional shopping malls that struggle to compete with the new discount superstores

- turning them into “replicas of city ghettos” (Shils 1998, p. 12). 

Jackson (2003) paints a picture of large highways, large strip malls, a lack of sidewalks, rush hour traffic,

clusters of low density single family residential developments lacking public parks, playgrounds, libraries,

nearby stores or cafes, bicycle trails and public transit, and the need to travel by car to nearly all

destinations. 

Impacts of retail decline

As noted earlier on in this literature review, none of the literature accessed directly addresses and

assesses the social impacts of out-of-town centres or retail decline. Nevertheless, three broad categories

of impacts can be drawn out from the out-of-centre, retail decline and public health literature reviewed.

These are:

• employment

• access to goods and services

• public health.
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Other impacts or elements of social well being addressed within these broad categories,include education,

time and leisure, the physical environment, social environment and participation, and personal safety and

autonomy. 

Employment

The loss of jobs and employment opportunities as a result of retail decline is noted in the literature. Shils

(1998) in particular provides some insight into effects on employment and associated effects. Shils argues

that reduced employment as a result of retail competition and decline (loss of stores), causes social

instability and crime (1998, p. 9). As an example, Shils notes that in parts of the United States, ethnic and

minority groups have depended on local groceries, pharmacies, book stores, variety stores, and clothing

stores to meet their needs and supply jobs, and that with the loss of these, including the loss of jobs, the

effects on the community are dramatic. Effects include housing decay, increased welfare rolls, increased

crime and violence, and participation by unemployed youth in underground employment, drugs, crime, and

school truancy (1998, p. 9). Shils also mentions a study conducted in Lake Placid, New York which

concluded that for every part time job created by a mega retail centre, one and a half full time jobs are lost

in an existing centre (1998, p. 11).  

A paper presented at a shopping centres conference and reviewed here also contains a reference to

effects on employment. Scott (2002) argued that stabilising and concentrating retail, commercial and

public facilities in designated centres encourages developers to invest for the long term (for example, in

infrastructure such as roads and utilities), and creates employment opportunities close to where people

live.

Access to goods and services 

The above ‘evidence of retail decline’ clearly indicates the potential for new retail developm ents, especially

out-of-town retail developments, to adversely affect existing centres. There is significant evidence of

resulting closures of stores and facilities within some existing centres. 

Banks (1992, p. 283) notes that the closure of local dairies results in a loss to the consumer “of a service

accessible on foot and ‘open all hours’”. The effect of closures is explored further by Thom as and Bromley

(1995, p. 432-435). Thomas and Bromley note that the ‘spiral of decline’ experienced by some centres as

a result of a new and competing centre elsewhere, can draw away the m ore mobile and often more

affluent customer base, leaving a centre without a grocery shopping status, but a very basic or residual

convenience shopping status. Along with this decline is an increased dependence on  the poorer and less

mobile community members, including elderly. These people are left with a lower level of access to

services than is adequate, “in effect becoming disadvantaged consumers”. 

Power  states that people want to live in well designed neighbourhoods that provide access to schools and

other core services (2001). Scott argues that with a system that is destabilised (i.e. retail development is

not so certain or prescribed), investment by developers is higher risk, and can therefore result in a

reluctance to invest in the community (for exam ple: town centres, traffic management systems, public

transport, bus and train interchanges, taxi stands, pedestrian walkways and bridges, community meeting

rooms, libraries, and child m inding centres) (2002). 

Public health

Public health scholars are giving increasing recognition to the effect of the built environment on public

health. Public health is defined according to the World Health Organisation’s definition - as “a state of

complete physical, m ental, and social well being and not merely the absence of disease or infirm ity”

(Dannenberg 2003). Current discussion relating to this effect has identified two main sources of negative
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impact from the built environment on public health (Semenza 2003; Dannenberg 2003; Jackson 2003): 1)

urban grid planning and single use zoning, and 2) deteriorating physical features  or dilapidated urban

environment (or ‘urban blight’) (Semenza 2003). 

There is increasing evidence that land use can potentially obstruct or promote healthy communities

(Dannenberg 2003). Single use zoning (community design) is more likely to lack places for community

members to gather and to encourage a reliance on travel by car (Semenza 2003). In other words, such

communities are not conducive to social interaction and socialisation and physical activity such as walking,

and may therefore be a significant factor in the incidence of obesity, cardiovascular problems, diabetes,

asthma, injury, and depression. It has also been argued that these communities may experience violence,

social inequalities and lack in social capital (Dannenberg 2003; Jackson 2003). Dannenberg also points

out that such community design may affect the ability of people with physical disabilities to get involved in

physical activity and to be socially integrated into their communities (2003).

Along sim ilar lines, it has been suggested that the presence of deteriorating physical features or urban

environment has the potential to cause alienation, social disorder, vandalism, crime, drug abuse, traffic

violation, and littering - all of which affect health and well being (Semenza 2003).

So what kind of community or built environment is needed from a public health perspective in order to

ensure physical, mental and social well being? Suggestions in the literature include: communities within

walking and biking distances of mass transit options, retail facilities, and am enities such as restaurants;

trees and green spaces; com m unities with sidewalks (to provide safety and encourage walking and other

physical activities); workplaces and homes in close proxim ity to each other (to reduce stress, traffic jams

and air pollution); and communities with places and spaces to meet and interact (Buzbee 2003; Jackson

2003). Dannenberg notes that a healthy com m unity “protects and improves the quality of life of its citizens,

promotes healthy behaviours and minim izes hazards for its residents, and preserves the natural

environment” (2003). Jackson points out that well functioning communities are particularly important for

the elderly (2003). In the Sunnyside neighbourhood in Portland, the creation of public art and a public

gathering place, indeed increased social capital, revitalised the community, expanded social networks

among residents, and stimulated a sense of social well being (Semenza 2003).

Leyden (2003) has conducted research to investigate whether these pedestrian oriented, m ixed use

neighbourhoods do in fact encourage greater levels of social and community engagement or social capital.

Leydon exam ined the relationship between neighbourhood design (in a range of neighbourhoods) and

individual level of social capital through the use of a household survey. Results indicated that residents in

traditional neighbourhoods (pedestrian oriented mixed use) walk more, feel more connected to their

community, are m ore likely to know their neighbours, are more likely to trust or have faith in people, are

more likely to contact elected officials to express concerns, and are more likely to walk to work - therefore

displaying higher levels of social capital. This is desirable given the increasing recognition that social

networks and community involvement promote good health, both physically and mentally. 
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i.e. the community of residents and businesses living and operating in the vicinity of the W oolworths
32

supermarket at Ferrymead - generally within a radius of 1000-1200m of the supermarket.

APPENDIX 6 Out-of-centre retail development and its effects

Out-of-centre development - Ferrymead

The Woolworths supermarket at Ferrymead obtained consents in 1997 and opened for business in April

2000.  The social research on the host community  experience of this supermarket development is fully32

documented in Taylor Baines (2003b) and will therefore not be reproduced in this appendix.

Ferrymead - effects on other centres - data sources

Empirical data on the effects of the new Woolworths supermarket at Ferrymead comes from three sources

- the interviews with 95 residents living nearest to Woolworths carried out during the case study research

on Ferrymead (i.e. Dec2002 - April2003); interviews with 30 businesses and community organisations in

the nearby centres of Woolston, Redcliffs and Sumner which were commissioned by the Christchurch City

Council in April 2002; and  interviews with 32 businesses and community organisations in the nearby

centres of Woolston, Redcliffs and Sumner carried out during the case study research on Ferrym ead (April

2003).  Where possible, the 2003 interviews revisited those interviewed in 2002.

So far, residents of the suburbs associated with these neighbouring shopping centres have not been

surveyed.  Thus it is not possible to get direct indications of the effects that the opening of the Woolworths

supermarket and the flow-on retail developments at Ferrymead have had on the functional and social

amenity and social wellbeing of the potentially affected area.

The effects of Ferrymead Woolworths on smaller neighbouring centres - Woolston, Redcliffs and

Sumner

In April 2002 the CCC commissioned a survey (Baines, 2002) of a sample of commercial/retail and

community facilities in nearby centres to investigate the experience of effects from the opening of the

Ferrymead Woolworths supermarket two years previously.  

Changes at 2002 in business turnover and patronage:

The surveys investigated changes in business turnover or patronage and their perceptions of change in

the character of their local centres.  The numerical results are summarised below.

Table 6.1 Numbers of commercial/retail facilities reporting changes in 2002 in business

turnover/patronage since Ferrymead Woolworths opened

Increased No change Decreased Don’t know

Ferrymead:

Woolston (n=8)

Redcliffs (n=9)

Sumner (n=9)

0

0

0

3

7

4

5

2

5

0

0

0

% of sample 0% 54% 46% 0%

The 2002 survey found that the new Woolworths store was taking away customers from the local

supermarkets particularly in Woolston and Redcliffs but also to some extent in Sumner.  Related full-time
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In 2002, 10 interviews were carried out in Redcliffs (all re-interviewed in 2003 plus three new
33

interviews), 11 in Sumner (eight were re-interviewed in 2003 plus seven new interviews), and 13

in Woolston (six were re-interviewed in 2003 plus seven new interviews).

jobs had been replaced with casual workers.  One significant change was the closure of two bank

branches in Woolston and Sumner to be replaced by a new branch at Ferrymead.  The loss of access to

these banks was experienced mostly by less mobile groups in the communities - the elderly, those without

cars or families with only one car which was absent during the working day.  There were no core bus

services which took people through Ferrymead at frequent intervals.  Local schools also commented on

the lack of convenience for them from the change in banking services.  A video store and bookshops at

both Woolston and Sumner had experienced reduced turnover and patronage since competitors

established at Ferrymead.  None of the businesses surveyed in 2002 had experienced increases in

turnover or patronage.  None of the five community organisations which responded reported any change

in levels of patronage.

Changes at 2002 in centres as community focal points:

Responses to the question about changes in the character of the local centres as community focal points

confirmed people’s perception of decline at that time.  While in Sumner the beachfront focus was buoyant,

the local shopping centre one block back from the beach was the opposite.  Half of those interviewed

reported decline in terms of fewer people, fewer shoppers and some shopkeepers on the m ove.  In

W oolston, attempts to counter the impacts of Ferrymead by improving the streetscape in the local centre

did not appear to have had the desired effect.  The business association there had recently disbanded.

Seven out of eleven people interviewed reported symptoms of decline - again fewer people, fewer

shoppers, and an increase in take-away bars which cater for those passing through but not staying.

Changes at 2003 in business turnover and patronage:

This survey was repeated in April 2003  33

Table 6.2 Numbers of commercial/retail facilities reporting changes in 2003 in business

turnover/patronage since Ferrymead Woolworths opened

Increased No change Decreased Don’t know

Ferrymead:

Woolston (n=10)

Redcliffs (n=11)

Sumner (n=11)

1

2

2

6

5

4

1

2

3

1

0

1

% of sample 16% 47% 19% 6%

Similar responses were noted from the businesses in all three centres. Just under half of the businesses

reported no change in turnover since the development of the Ferrymead supermarket in 2000. Of those

that believed there had been an effect, reported experienced was evenly distributed between decrease

and increase in turnover.  However, for two of these businesses, the decrease referred to had been short

term , with recent times seeing a return to the levels of turnover experienced prior to the supermarket

development.   

Four of the five who reported an increase in turnover, attributed it to factors other than the Ferrymead

superm arket development, including new subdivision, closure of competing businesses and word of

mouth. The one business that did attribute an increase to the Ferrymead supermarket development,
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explained that it had resulted in the owner marketing his business more aggressively and providing

improved customer service in response to the challenge.

All six businesses that reported a decrease in turnover believed that it was related to the Ferrymead

supermarket development. One business explained that they could not compete with prices and opening

hours at Woolworths.  Three businesses located in Sum ner noted that there was a noticeable decrease in

turnover levels with the relocation of their local bank to Ferrymead. Only one business (in Woolston)

suggested other factors that may have contributed to a decrease, including  increased traffic (making it

difficult for customers to park), the downturn of the centre in which they were located (Woolston), and the

re-development of Eastgate.

Of the nine Redcliffs businesses interviewed in 2003 who were also interviewed in 2002, four responded

differently to questions relating to effect on turnover. Two that reported no change to turnover in 2002,

made no comment in 2003 (in one case the interviewee was different, in the other case the interviewee

was the same person). Two other businesses that reported no change to the level of turnover in 2002,

reported an increase to turnover in 2003 (in both cases the interviewees were the same). One of the

businesses attributed this increase to new subdivision (e.g. Brookhaven in Ferrymead), the other (a

pharmacy) attributed it to new subdivision and the closure of the pharmacy at Ferrymead.

Of the six Sumner businesses interviewed in 2003 who were also interviewed in 2002, all responded

differently to questions relating to effect on turnover. Two businesses that reported a decrease in turnover

in 2002, went on to report no change to turnover in 2003 (in both cases the interviewees were the same).

One of these businesses attributed this change to the fine tuning their product and the opening of a

backpackers. One business that reported no change in 2002, went on to report a decrease in turnover in

2003, attributing it to the loss of the local bank to Ferrymead (same interviewee). Another business that

reported no change in 2002, went on to report an increase in 2003, attributing it to the growth of their

businesses through word of mouth. Two additional businesses that had reported no change in 2002, did

not respond in 2003. 

Of the three Woolston businesses that were interviewed in 2003 who were also interviewed in 2002, two

responded differently to questions relating to effect on turnover. Both businesses had reported a decrease

in 2002, but suggested that turnover levels had returned to normal in 2003. 

Business closures and openings to 2003:

Interviewees noted openings of new businesses in all three centres since the Ferrymead development  in

2000. W hile three new businesses were reported to have opened in Redcliffs and three in Woolston, over

a dozen were reported to have opened in Sumner. Most of these new businesses were specialty stores,

including cafes, gift shops, jewelers, and designer clothes shops. Interviewees in Sumner also reported

the opening of several offices and a backpackers. 

Although several core retail and specialty stores in Redcliffs and Sumner have reportedly closed since the

Ferrym ead development in 2000, most of these seemed to have been replaced by new stores. A greater

number of closures, both core retail and specialty stores, was reported in Woolston. Although many of

these have been replaced, there are a few which remain empty in 2003. 
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Changes at 2003 in patronage of community organisations:

Five out of seven community organisations surveyed reported no change to levels of patronage.  A library

in Redcliffs and a library in Woolston reported an increase in levels of patronage by 2003 having

previously reported no change to levels of patronage by 2002. Both attributed this change to new

residential building and an increase in population in the area.

Community organisation closures and openings to 2003:

Interviewees noted the opening of two community organisations, a youth group in Sumner, and Intellectual

Disabled Services in Woolston. Only one closure was noted, a goodwill shop in Woolston.

Changes at 2003 in centres as community focal points:

Interviewees from all three centres noted a change in the character of their localities since the Ferrymead

supermarket development in 2000. Most responses came from Woolston, where 62% of those interviewed

felt there had been a change (40% in Sumner, 31% in Redcliffs). Several interviewees in each area noted

a loss of business or customers since the development. In Sumner this loss was specifically attributed to

the closure of the local bank branch and opening of a branch in Ferrym ead.  Interviewees expressed the

view that as a result, Sumner was no longer self contained and that it was particularly unfortunate for local

elderly who liked to use the bank. One interviewee noted that the “loss of the bank was the greatest

impact” and that there were “less elderly out and about weekly”.   It was thought that local businesses had

lost customers, and in turn the local communities had lost opportunities for financial support and

sponsorship.

Conclusions:

Ferrymead has grown as a shopping centre since the opening of Woolworths, increasing the functional

and social amenity, certainly for those living nearby.  Ferrymead has attracted some other businesses to

co-locate at the expense of Woolston and Sumner centres.

It is likely that access to particular goods and services and convenience (aspects of functional amenity)

has been reduced somewhat for certain groups within these nearby centres, namely those more reliant on

public transport for one reason or another.  However, no local supermarkets have closed.

The comparison between 2002 and 2003 suggests that adjustments are occurring in Sumner and

Woolston shopping centres, driven by other more recent factors such as increased residential subdivision

and population growth.
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APPENDIX 7 Assumptions underpinning the s32 analysis

Rationale and approach to s32 assessment

In this context, a s32 analysis evaluates and compares the extent to which alternative regulatory

approaches are likely to be effective in achieving the outcomes for retail development promoted in the

Proposed City Plan.

The s32 analysis presented in this report was required to address six different regulatory approaches to

managing future retail developments in the City.  In doing so, the analysis had to consider the likely

outcomes from these regulatory approaches under three different scenarios of future retail expenditure

trends across the City.

The s32 analysis of likely outcomes for social well being must relate to the likely outcomes for retail

development.

Six regulatory approaches to be compared and the corresponding likely retail outcomes

1 Status Quo

This is the regulatory approach contained in the Proposed City Plan as amended following decisions on

references on both rules and the policy framework.  The business policy framework is relatively liberal for

retail activity in industrial zones, providing for retailing in B3B and B4 zones, with retailing in B3 zones

subject to a list.

Likely retail outcomes: most liberal and permissive of retailing in B3, B4 and B3B zones; likely to result in

the greatest degree of retail dispersal across the City over time, taking advantage

of lower land development (RMA) costs in these zones; ‘budding’ of new

shopping centres can occur at any time in these zones; prospect of significant

retail failures in one or more existing centre, leading to a chain reaction for other

commercial activities.

2A ‘Small Format Approach’

This regulatory approach is based on setting a maximum floor area (450 sq.m.) for retail proposals in  B3,

B4 and B3B zones, aim ed at excluding large format retailing and supermarkets; allows agglomeration of

smaller stores.

Likely retail outcomes: liberal for small format retailing in B3, B4 and B3B zones; dispersal trends

constrained by the absence of new anchor stores in these zones; enables small,

convenience retailers, especially those catering to worker-based shopping in

these zones; prospect of retail decline in some nearby local shopping centres, but

major retail failures in larger centres unlikely.
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2B ‘Large Format Approach’

This regulatory approach is based on setting a minimum floor area (450 sq.m.) for retail proposals in B3,

B4 and B3B zones, aimed at excluding small format retailing from these zones; allows supermarkets and

allows agglomeration of large format stores.

Likely retail outcomes: liberal for large format retailing in B3, B4 and B3B zones; likely to result in

significant retail dispersal across the City over time, based on som e key anchor

stores taking advantage of lower land development (RMA) costs in these zones;

prospect of some retail failures in one or more existing centres.

3 ‘Thresholds with Exemptions Approach’

This approach is based on setting m axim um  individual and cumulative floor space thresholds for B3, B4

and B3B zones, above which retail proposals would trigger a requirement for assessment of effects, with

particular reference to the higher level policies for commercial development contained in the Proposed

City Plan.  Specified exem ptions from this assessment requirement would be provided for commercial

activities considered unlikely to have significant distributional impacts on existing centres-based retailing

and therefore unlikely to compete with the core retailing functions of existing shopping centres.

Likely retail outcomes: generally restrictive for new retailing in B3, B4 and B3B zones, but allows for the

‘budding’ of new shopping centres in circumstances which are consistent with the

plan’s policies and after due assessment; enables large format retailing of the

kind not easily accommodated in existing shopping centres due to reasons of

space; enables small, convenience retailers, especially those catering to worker-

based shopping in these zones.

4 ‘Thresholds Approach’

This approach is sim ilar to 3 above, but without any specified exemptions.

Likely retail outcomes: sim ilar to the outcomes likely under 3 but taking longer to occur  because of the

requirement to undergo a full assessment procedure applies to all large-scale

proposals.

5 ‘Traditional List-based Approach’

This is the regulatory approach contained in the Proposed City Plan as notified in 1995.  Commercial

proposals are lim ited to those specified on the List (sometimes referred to as the Appendix 2-type

activities).

Likely retail outcomes: m ost restrictive of future retailing in B3, B4 and B3B zones; m inim ises the extent

of future retail dispersal across the City; leaves the process of ‘budding’ new

shopping centres to future Plan Change initiatives or future reviews of the City

Plan.
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Three scenarios of future retail expenditure trends across the City

The scenarios differ according to differences in overall retail expenditure trends at the whole-city level and

the likely consequences for future retail development.

‘High’ growth

‘High’ growth in retail expenditure is based on strong growth in expenditure per household (as occurred

recently, since early 1990s); and strong growth in net in-m igration to the city (as also occurred recently,

since 2001).

These assumptions are expected to result in  continued growth in household retail spending across all

groups of consumers, from increasing numbers of households and/or from increasing household income

levels; continued growth in discretionary spending across all sectors of retailing; leading to continued

expansion of the City’s retailing activities unconstrained by spending trends (i.e. unsaturated demand) and

the continuation of new retail developments and re-development of existing retail infrastructure, in order to

expand supply or maintain market share.

‘Expected’ growth

‘Expected’ growth in retail expenditure is based on more moderate underlying (long-term) growth in

expenditure per household; and underlying (long-term) net in-m igration rates (zero to slightly positive).

These assumptions are expected to result in overall (city-wide) household retail spending growing only

slowly due to slow growth in household numbers and a rise in interest rates which will dampen household

expenditure growth because of the increasing costs of servicing mortgages, credit cards and overdrafts;

less discretionary expenditure and greater emphasis on larger, valued-based stores; increased

competition in retail investment aimed at declining opportunities for growth, but with expectations of a

return to higher growth, and the continuation of re-development and new development in retail

infrastructure but to a lesser extent, in order to penetrate the market (new players) or maintain market

share (existing players).

‘Low’ growth

‘Low’ growth in retail expenditure is based on a period of very low growth in expenditure per household

(zero to slightly positive, as in late 1980s); and the persistence of circumstances not conducive to in-

m igration to the City.

These assumptions are expected to result in overall (city-wide) household retail spending not increasing

materially (either in relation to household numbers or income levels), although there may be some

variability between different household types and between different segments of the consumer market;

less discretionary expenditure and greater emphasis on larger, valued-based stores; increased

competition/risk taking in retail investment but little or no overall growth in retailing activity (i.e. saturated

demand), and a low level of re-development and lim ited level of new retail development to maintain or

increase market share in very competitive circumstances, but recognising that the compactness of the

urban area makes access to shopping alternatives across the city relatively easy for many people who

have their own cars.



ATTACHMENT 1: KEY INFORMANTS INTERVIEWED FOR ARANUI CASE STUDY

Date Name Organisation

10 April 07 Jackie Cooper Heartlands, health nurse

10 April 07 Tim Baker Aranui Real Estate agent and local historian

13 April 07 Zoe Manly Supergrans, Aranui

2 May 07 Tina A-Z Budgeting, Aranui

8 May 07 Andrew Millar Aranui Police constable

8 May 07 Siobhan Murphy Head of Social Sciences, Aranui High School

14 June 07 Richard Starling Youth Trust

14 June 07 Terry Wilson Housing NZC, Aranui office

14 June 07 Nigel Bond ex-Aranui New World supermarket owner

19 June 07 Steve Reid AGAPE Youth Activity Centre

19 June 07 Rachel Fonatia
Lorne Moke

ACTIS (Aranui Community Trust Inc. Society)

26 June 07 Marcel Grey owner of Wainoni Pak’nSave supermarket

26 June 07 Marion Gilanders CCC community development, Aranui

20 July 07 Wyn Jarvis Work and Income

23 July 07 Jan Cleave Work and Income

31 July 07 Sheila Baker St Ambrose, people’s warden



Map provided by Mr Heath; boundaries confirmed by interviews with supermarket managers.
1

The 800m walking distance is a ‘standard’ and ‘commonly accepted’ in urban design practice
2

(pers.comm. (August 2007) Peter Egerton, Urban Design Specialist who gave expert evidence
before the Environment Court in the current North Shore City, Long Bay Structure Plan
appeals).

ATTACHMENT 2: ARANUI COMMUNITY PROFILE

Location:

Aranui is an eastern suburb of Christchurch, some six kilometres east of Cathedral Square. 
It is bounded on the west by Wainoni, on the north by Avondale, on the south by Bromley,
and on the east by Bexley and the coastal suburb of New Brighton.

Case study area:

The residential community of interest at Aranui for the purposes of this case study has
been defined as the primary catchment area of the New World supermarket  which1

operated in Aranui until November 2006 (see Figure 1 at the end of this Attachment).  This
area coincides approximately with the area represented by the Aranui Community Trust
Incorporated Society (ACTIS) on a map provided to the researchers (see Figure 2 at end of
this Attachment).  Examples of maps which show the statistical meshblocks used in the
following demographic analysis of Aranui residents are in Figures 4-6 at the end of this
Attachment.

For the purposes of some aspects of quantitative analysis in this case study, a distinct area
within Aranui has also been identified.  This is the area within 800m walking distance  of2

the New World supermarket (see Figure 3 at the end of this Attachment).

Demographic characteristics of Aranui residents:

Aranui is demographically distinct from Christchurch in a number of respects.  The following
data are taken from the Census of Population and Dwellings carried out in March 2006.

Age distribution of the population

The Aranui community (27% aged 14 years and under) has considerably higher proportions
of children than Christchurch City (18% aged 14 years and under) but lower proportions of
elderly (10% and 13% respectively, aged 65 years and over).  Proportions in all other age
bands are similar.

Table 1: Age distribution of resident population

Age band Christchurch Aranui

0-4 6% 8%

5-9 6% 9%

10-14 6% 10%

15-19 7% 8%

20-24 8% 7%

25-29 6% 6%



Age band Christchurch Aranui

30-34 7% 7%

35-39 7% 8%

40-44 7% 7%

45-49 7% 7%

50-54 6% 6%

55-59 6% 5%

60-64 4% 4%

65 and over 13% 10%

Ethnicity

Aranui has much higher proportions of Maori (19%) and Pacific Island (14%) residents than
Christchurch (7% and 3% respectively) and lower proportions of people of Asian ethnicity
(3% in Aranui; 7% in Christchurch).

Table 2: Ethnicity of resident population

Ethnicity Christchurch Aranui

European 71% 62%

Maori 7% 19%

Pacific Island 3% 14%

Asian 7% 3%

MELAA (Middle Eastern, Latin America &
Africa)

1% 0%

Other Ethnicity 12% 9%

Dwelling tenure

Households in Aranui are more likely than their city-wide counterparts to rent the dwelling
they live in (39% Aranui; 31% Christchurch) and correspondingly less likely to own it. 
Housing NZ is also a much more prominent landlord in Aranui than in the City as a whole. 
In May 2007, Housing NZ administered 624 residential units in this part of the City, with
largest numbers being in the Aranui Census Area Unit (441 units; 34% of all dwellings) and
Bexley Census Area Unit (139 units; 16% of all dwellings).

Table 3: Dwelling tenure

Dwelling tenure Christchurch Aranui

Dwelling Owned or Partly Owned by Resident 54% 48%

Dwelling not Owned by Resident 31% 39%

Dwelling in Family Trust 9% 3%

Tenure Not Specified 5% 9%

Landlord Private Trust/Business 21% 14%



Dwelling tenure Christchurch Aranui

Landlord Local Authority 1% 1%

Landlord HNZ 3% 16%

Landlord Other Govt 0% 0%

Landlord Not Specified 1% 1%

Household incomes

The distribution of household incomes in Aranui shows a bias towards lower household
income levels compared with the City’s relatively even distribution.

Table 4: Household income

Household income Christchurch Aranui

Hhold $20,000 or Less 15% 19%

Hhold $20,001 to $30,000 12% 13%

Hhold $30,001 to $50,000 17% 19%

Hhold $50,001 to $70,000 14% 14%

Hhold $70,001 to $100,000 13% 7%

Hhold $100,001 or More 14% 3%

Hhold Income Not Spec 14% 24%

Motor vehicle ownership

The proportion of Aranui households without a motor vehicle (13%) is considerably higher
than for the City at large (9%).  When compared with the proportion of households having
two or more vehicles (41% Aranui; 51% Christchurch) and also with the patterns of travel to
work (see below), it is apparent that Aranui has a relatively high proportion of households
without access to a motor vehicle for significant periods of time (i.e. when the single vehicle
is absent due to employment-related use).

Table 5: Motor vehicle ownership

Motor vehicle ownership Christchurch Aranui

No Motor Vehicle 9% 13%

One Motor Vehicle 38% 40%

Two Motor Vehicles 36% 29%

Three or More Motor Vehicles 15% 12%

Motor Vehicles Not Specified 3% 5%

Patterns of travel to work

Proportionately few working people living in Aranui walk to work (2% Aranui; 5%
Christchurch), while use of a private vehicle by working Aranui residents to get to and from



work is as commonplace as it is for residents of the City at large (51% Aranui; 50%
Christchurch)

Table 6: Travel to work

Travel to work Christchurch Aranui

Worked at Home 5% 2%

Did Not Go To Work 11% 9%

Drove Priv Car Truck Van 50% 51%

Drove Comp Car Truck Van 10% 7%

Passenger 4% 6%

Public Bus 4% 4%

Train 0% 0%

Motor Bike or Power Cycle 1% 1%

Bicycle 5% 4%

Walked or Jogged 5% 2%

Means Of Travel Other 1% 1%

Means Of Travel Not Spec 4% 9%

Labour force participation

For Aranui residents, active labour force participation is comparatively low.  These figures
are consistent with data below on sources of personal income.

Table 7: Labour force status

Labour force status Christchurch Aranui

Employed Full Time 47% 42%

Employed Part Time 15% 12%

Unemployed 3% 5%

Not in Labour Force 32% 36%

Labour Force Stat not spec 2% 5%

Personal income

The proportions of Aranui residents earning personal income in the lowest income bands
$10,000 p.a. or less) are similar to the City-wide population.  However, the proportion of
Aranui residents in the highest income bands ($50,000 p.a. or more) is substantially less
than for the City-wide population.  While the youth of Aranui may typically have as much
money to spend as their City-wide counterparts, the expenditure capacity of most Aranui
residents is largely confined to low-medium income levels.

Table 8: Personal income



Personal income Christchurch Aranui

Personal $5,000 or less 12% 11%

Personal $5001 to $10,000 8% 8%

Personal $10,001 to $20,000 21% 24%

Personal $20,001 to $30,000 15% 18%

Personal $30,001 to $50,000 22% 19%

Personal $50,000 or More 15% 3%

Personal Inc not spec 8% 16%

Sources of personal income

The pattern of personal income described above in Table 8 reflects the sources of personal
income, which for Aranui indicate proportionately higher levels of beneficiaries, lower levels
of employment, and much lower levels of income from other discretionary sources such as
interest, dividends and rents.

Table 9: Sources of personal income

Sources of personal income Christchurch Aranui

Pers Wages Comm Bonuses 47% 38%

Pers Selfemp or Business 10% 4%

Pers Int Div Rent Other 19% 4%

Pers Work Accident Insure 1% 2%

Pers NZ Super or Veteran 12% 9%

Pers Other Super or Pens 2% 1%

Pers Unemp Ben 2% 3%

Pers Sickness Ben 2% 4%

Pers Dom Purposes Ben 2% 5%

Pers Invalids Ben 2% 5%

Pers Student Allowance 2% 1%

Pers Other Govt Ben 2% 3%

Pers Other Income Sources 2% 1%

Pers No Source of Income 4% 5%

Pers Inc Source not spec 4% 7%

The Aranui shopping centre:

Although the Aranui Business 2 zone is confined to the north-west corner, the Aranui
shopping centre straddles all four corners of the intersection of Pages Road and Breezes
Road.  For approximately thirty years, a supermarket has anchored the shopping centre. 
For some of this period, a hairdressing salon and café were situated on the supermarket’s
mezzanine floor.  At the present time (August 2007) the following shops operate in the
Aranui shopping centre -



References to Aranui business interviews imply their participation in a survey carried out by
3

Taylor Baines & Associates during 2007.  Businesses which participated in the survey are
listed in Attachment BBB to this evidence.

- three hairdressing salons, two of which have operated there for 10-12 years
- a bar serving light meals and with Sky TV entertainment, operating since 2004
- a dairy and another small convenience food store; the dairy has been there for more than
20 years, but in its present ownership since March 2005
- a petrol service station
- a pharmacy, which relocated from Hampshire St four years ago
- a takeaway bar which has operated there for ten years
- a restaurant, also serving takeaways, which has been in new ownership since August
2006
- two stores selling second hand goods (clothing and furniture), which have both been
operating since 2004
- a tatoo shop and party pill shop, and
- a $ value clothing shop.

There used to be a Westpac Bank branch in Aranui as well as a Post Office which closed
some years ago.  Now there are two ATM machines on the Pages Road frontage.

In addition to these commercial premises operating in the Aranui shopping centre, a
medical centre and a physiotherapy practice have operated directly adjacent to the centre
(on the eastern side of Breezes Road, opposite the carpark entrance) for 17 and 24 years
respectively.  Other long-established community-related premises nearby include a
community hall, two churches (one having a drop-in café and food bank which operate five
days a week), three pre-school facilities at various points along Breezes Road, Police
premises on Breezes Road with an adjacent youth activities centre.  The Christchurch
Worship Centre has rented premises in the shopping centre on Pages Road (owned by
Foodstuffs) since August 2005.

Aranui Primary School and Aranui High School are both located nearby.

It is noteworthy that all these community-related facilities lie within the 800m walking
distance (sometimes referred to as a ‘pedshed’) of the New World supermarket site. 

Hampshire Street shops:

Hampshire Street also hosts a small collection of local shops and other community
premises, adjacent to Wainoni Park - a dairy, a pub, premises for ACTIS, Heartlands,
Supergrans, Budget Advice Services, Cross Roads Youth Trust, and a medical practice. 
The local Housing NZ office is nearby in Marlow Road.  This Hamsphire Street cluster is
approximately 800m from the New World supermarket site.  In this assessment, it is not
treated as part of the Aranui shopping centre.

Activity associated with the Aranui shopping centre prior to the New World supermarket
closing:

Half the current Aranui shopping centre businesses interviewed  indicated that the3

presence of the supermarket itself was a factor which influenced their decision to establish
in this location.  This reflects an expectation and experience of business synergies, not
trade competition - “the amount of people in the area”; “foot traffic, one business attracts
another”; “drew in lots of people”.  At least half the businesses indicated that establishing



For example, hairdressing stylists brought loyal customers with them from other parts of the
4

City when they came to work in Aranui; the Kidsfirst pre-school attracted people from further
afield because of its all-day service which is relatively scarce; specialist physiotherapy
services attract patients from further afield; the dairy on Pages Road attracts considerable
patronage from through traffic to the seaside suburbs.

Out of 29 individual responses to this question: daily 3; several times/week 17; weekly 4;
5

fortnightly 2; less frequently 3.

within a structured cluster of shops offered them advantages in terms of visibility and
closeness to people traffic as well as infra-structure-related benefits associated with off-
street parking and public transport routes.

Customer catchments for these Aranui businesses were similar to that of the supermarket. 
Almost half the businesses draw most of their customers from the same area as the NW
supermarket’s primary catchment (see Figure 1). Several more have similar customer
catchments, expanded somewhat to include New Brighton, while four businesses reported
more extensive catchments for particular reasons .4

Modes of transport for customers accessing businesses in the Aranui centre show a mix of
modes as typical.  Slightly more businesses reported that most of their customers came by
car than reported their customers coming mostly on foot.  A third of businesses reported
use of buses and taxis by their customers.  While there are references to the supermarket
carpark having been full at times, almost all the businesses reported that at least some of
their customers typically walked to the centre.

These observations are corroborated by responses from participants at the three focus
group discussions held for this assessment.  For playcentre parents, the typical mode of
access to the New World supermarket was somewhat in favour of driving, while most of the
group of elderly people typically walked, and for youth walking or being driven by someone
else were most typical ways of getting to the NW supermarket.

When focus group participants were asked how often they used to visit the New World
supermarket, more than two thirds  responded that this happened several times a week or5

even daily for some.  This pattern was equally true for all three groups of participants.
This pattern reflects the fact that playcentre parents and the elderly used the New World for
a mix of main grocery shopping or top-up shopping, while for youth the main reasons to
visit the New World supermarket were to buy things for themselves or to do the household
grocery shopping.  The New World supermarket shared a lot of customers with
Pak’n&Save Moorhouse - “they’d go there for their bulk buy and come to New World for top
ups and particular items.”

Businesses interviewed universally reported observations of customers cross shopping. 
Most commonly reported patterns involved visits to the their business as well as the
supermarket and the pharmacy.  Cross shopping also involved other businesses including
the medical centre, the bar and the hairdressers.  These observations are corroborated by
responses from participants at the three focus group discussions.  All participants at the
playcentre parents and elderly focus groups reported that they either regularly or
occasionally visited other businesses in the Aranui shopping centre.  The majority of
participants in the youth focus group reported that, while the New World supermarket was
operating, they also sometimes used to visit Big Garrys (takeaways), the medical centre or
the dairy.  Several regularly visited Big Garrys and the dairy on Pages Road.  Several also
reported regular visits to the ATM on Pages Road.



11 out of 14 interviewed, plus the supermarket.
6

E.g. sponsorships for Aranui sports teams, Aranui High School, Aranui Primary School,
7

several local youth trusts;  financial support for A-Z Budget Advice Service, the Wainoni
Community Centre and social services on the marae.

e.g. the medical centre liaises regularly with the school nurse and runs a youth health clinic
8

for Aranui High School students; Aranui Primary School and the nearby pre-schools rely on
the medical centre for medical emergencies; the physiotherapy practice has formal links with
several sports teams based at Wainoni Park or Cuthberts, and also runs a weekly clinic at the
High School.

15 out of 17 responses.9

5 out of 17 responses.
10

A small hardware store on Breezes Road closed down at the end of 2006 and is still
vacant.  The former supermarket building was tenanted in July 2007 as a bulk format
furniture store.

Most of the existing businesses , including the New World supermarket when it was6

operating, reported established relationships with local community groups and social
services.  For smaller businesses, such relationships revolved around sponsorships  and7

donations to local groups or supplying services  to local groups.  The New World8

supermarket gave financial support to local schools, pre-schools and youth groups for
supplies and trips away.  It was common practice for the supermarket to run accounts for
schools and local businesses, and to cash cheques because staff knew many of the
customers as regulars.  On many weekends there were fund-rasing barbecues/sausage
sizzles held outside the entrance to the supermarket, to assist church groups, sports teams
and schools.  A community notice board was initiated by the most recent supermarket
owner.  In the winter months, nearby elderly residents would make frequent trips to the
supermarket because it was warm.  Participants at the focus group for elderly pointed out
that because the New World supermarket was relatively close by, because most were in
the habit of walking there several times a week, this activity was important for their social
interaction.  It was not unusual for walks to the supermarket to result in a visit to a friend
en-route for a chat and a cup of tea, or a visit to the drop-in café at St Ambrose.

Businesses interviewed consistently reported various types of social interaction observed in
and around the shopping centre.  All the businesses reported the strong presence of
school students - referring to lunch-time visits to Big Garry’s and the $2 lunches at the
supermarket - “always saw students near the supermarket”; and passing through on their
way to and from school - “the bus stop for students”.  People stopping at places around the
shopping centre to chat was also commonly reported - “because a lot of people walk”;
“people used to meet in the supermarket”; “oldies chatting”; “part of the community”.

These observations of social behaviour and interaction were corroborated in many of the
key informant interviews as well as by focus group participant responses.  For playcentre
parents and the elderly, almost all  reported stopping to chat regularly or occasionally, while9

meeting someone to have a drink or something to eat was much less common  and may10

reflect the limited choice available in the shopping centre.  For youth, the Aranui shopping



‘Hanging out’ is an activity they appear to associate more with visits to larger shopping
11

centres where the larger retail offer provides more opportunities for ‘retail therapy’.

7 out of 13 responses.
12

www.metroinfo.org.nz/seg38.html, downloaded on 11 April 200713

Prepared by Monitoring and Research Team, CCC, July 2006.
14

centre was not a place associated with ‘hanging out’ .  Nevertheless, more than half  of11 12

the youth focus group participants reported that they used to meet there to have a drink or
something to eat occasionally.

Public transport services:

Public bus services  travel along Pages Road between Linwood and New Brighton13

including service 51 direct along Pages Road, and service 5, detouring via Hampshire St,
Rowan Avenue and Porchester St.

According to City Council analysis , 7 services pass through Aranui daily, Monday to14

Friday, before 9am, 19 services between 9am and 6pm and5 services after 6pm, for a total
of 31 services daily.

Demographic characteristics of Aranui residents living within 800m walking distance of the
New World supermarket site:

The demographic characteristics of residential populations are not uniform across the
whole city, as exemplified in the above data comparing Aranui with the City at large. 
Differences can also arise locally.  In some parts of the City (referred to elsewhere in this
evidence) higher density residential areas (Living 3) have been zoned around existing B2
centres in order to encourage greater densities of residential development and easier
access to the amenities that these centres provide.  Aranui does not have an L3 zone
adjacent to its B2 zone.  Nevertheless, it is evident from the 2006 census data that people
with certain characteristics have tended to locate closer to the existing Aranui shopping
centre, with its cluster of shops (including at that stage a supermarket) and other
community facilities.

The data tabulated below indicate that within the 800m walking distance of the New World
supermarket site residents are more likely (than elsewhere in Aranui) to -

- be elderly - aged 65 years and over
- have comparatively very low household income - $20,000 p.a. or less
- be super-annuitants - drawing Government super
- have poorer health status or some form of disability - drawing sickness or invalids benefit
- not be in the labour force
- live in one-person households, and
- be in a household with no motor vehicle.



Table 10: Comparison of residential population characteristics

Demographic
characteristics

Numbers %

All Chch All
Aranui

800m area
around NW
site

All
Chch

All
Aranui

800m area
around NW
site

Aged 65yrs and over 47,193 684 306 13% 10% 12%

Household income <$20,000
p.a.

20,496 453 216 15% 19% 22%

Draw NZ Super/Veteran’s
benefit

42,867 600 276 12% 9% 11%

Draw Sickness benefit 6,795 297 117 2% 4% 5%

Draw Invalid’s benefit 8,655 357 156 2% 5% 6%

Not in the Labour Force 90,102 1,842 750 32% 36% 38%

Living in One-person h’hold 33,519 555 261 25% 23% 27%

Household with no vehicle 11,547 318 168 9% 13% 17%

 

The relative concentration around the Aranui shopping centre is shown graphically in
Figure 4 for residents aged 65 years and older, in Figure 5 for one-person households, and
in Figure 6 for households with no motor vehicle.  The data in Figures 4-6 are colour-coded
by individual statistical meshblock.



Figure 1: Indicative supermarket primary catchments
(Map supplied by Mr Tim Heath)
Red line = indicative primary catchment for New World, Aranui
Yellow line = indicative primary catchment for Wainoni Pak’nSave



Figure 2: Aranui as represented by Aranui Community Trust Incorporated Society
(ACTIS).



Figure 3: 800m pedestrian walking distance (Pedshed) around the New World
supermarket site

Grey area = Aranui Shopping Centre
Red line - 800 m Pedshed



Figure 4: Number of residents aged 65 years and over by statistical meshblock -
Aranui



Figure 5: Number of one-person households by statistical meshblock - Aranui



Figure 6: Number of households with no motor vehicle by statistical meshblock -
Aranui



ATTACHMENT 3: ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL EFFECTS ON THE ARANUI
COMMUNITY OF ESTABLISHING THE OUT-OF-CENTRE
SUPERMARKET ON WAINONI ROAD

Situation being assessed:

The new Pak’nSave opened on land zoned for residential use at 174 Wainoni Road in
December 2006 and the old New World supermarket closed in the Aranui shopping centre
simultaneously.

The social effects are attributed to the operation of a new supermarket on a new site.  
However, other aspects of the new supermarket development are worth noting as well,
since they also have a bearing on some of the social effects experienced.  The new
supermarket is bigger and of a different brand, and the owner/manager of the new
supermarket has brought to the business a degree of sensitivity to local community
interests. 

Range of effects assessed:

The development has given rise to a range of beneficial social effects as well as a range of
adverse social effects. These are described in terms of the relevant contributions to social
wellbeing set out at para. ?? of my evidence.

In summary, beneficial social effects relate to -

- access to cheaper goods at Pak’nSave; 
- more employment at Pak’nSave;
- financial support for a wide range of community groups;
- easy, direct access to the supermarket for immediate neighbours;
- improved visual amenity from landscaping;
- other amenities at the supermarket;
- sealing over of soil contaminated with arsenic by previous timber yard activities;
- a new recreational reserve adjacent to the supermarket site.

Adverse social effects relate to -

- changes in physical accessibility to the nearest supermarket (although some others will be
closer);
- loss of walking option for going to the supermarket (although some others will gain a
walking option);
- loss of particular stores;
- reduced numbers of people visiting the Aranui shopping centre;
- loss of urban renewal opportunity for Aranui centre.

Access to cheaper goods at Pak’nSave:

Pak’nSave supermarkets are commonly regarded as selling groceries at cheaper prices
than New World supermarkets.  Estimates of the difference in price levels vary between 5%
and 10% with some household lines even cheaper.  The two supermarket brands differ



Interviews with owner/managers of New World Aranui and Pak’nSave Wainoni.
1

New World supermarkets tend to distribute ‘specials’ coupon booklets.  The Aranui New
2

World used to send out flyers to local letter boxes

Details provided by the respective supermarket owners.
3

also in terms of promoting certain customer behaviours : while Pak’nSave tends to promote1

one big weekly shop, New World supermarkets tend to be used more frequently

The extent to which all households have been able to take advantage of Pak’nSave’s
cheaper prices is uncertain.  Aranui is predominantly a relatively low-income suburb, where
careful budgeting, or the need for it, is more widespread than elsewhere in the City. 
Budget Advice Services point out that it is difficult to plan shopping trips to take into
account specials when such information is not available without visiting the Pak’nSave
supermarket first .  Conversely, visiting the supermarket without a carefully planned and2

budgeted shopping list can easily result in impulse purchases that reduce the actual
savings achieved due to cheaper groceries - unplanned trips risk budget blow-outs, even
daily trips to see what specials are on is risky, and people cannot easily plan their weekly
needs on the spur of the moment.

Another category of household not catered for so appropriately when bulk-buying is the
one-person household.  This particularly so for elderly who tend to consume in smaller
quantities.  If you are someone who now has to take a car or taxi to the supermarket
because it is further away (see below for more detail), then that is an additional private
cost.  Eight months after the Pak’nSave supermarket opened, public bus routes are still not
helpful for accessing Pak’NSave from Aranui.

On the other hand, children including teenagers visiting the supermarket are very
responsive to ‘specials’ as individual purchases, particularly when they are not responsible
for buying the complete complement of household groceries.

In the absence of more detailed investigations, evidence is inconclusive that grocery
shopping is actually cheaper overall for all of Aranui’s households.  Enquiries through
Budget Advice services and WINZ reported no change in the number or frequency of
Aranui households seeking financial assistance for groceries or other household
purchases.

While Pak’NSave offered the potential for cheaper groceries, this probably has been
realised for about two-thirds of Aranui households, due either to budget constraints (32% of
households (760)) or lack of mobility (13% of households(320).

To the extent that this social effect has been mobility-constrained, the distribution of benefit
across Aranui households is related to supermarket location (within the Aranui community).
However, the general benefit of access to cheaper groceries would have applied if the
supermarket had been re-developed on the Aranui shopping centre site.

More employment at Pak’nSave :3

The New World supermarket at Aranui had a staff complement of ~80, of whom 40%
worked full-time and 60% part-time.  The majority of the staff came from an area equivalent
to the Pak’nSave primary customer catchment (see Figure 1 to Attachment 2).  Most of the



part-time staff were secondary school students from Aranui High School, Avonside Girls
High School and Shirley Boys High School, who would typically work ~2 days/week: one
weekend day and one weekday 4-9pm.  New World at Aranui had a lot of long-term
employees; people who had worked there for 15-25years, which the manager considered 
quite unusual.  This added to the familiarity of the place, particularly for older shoppers - it
was ‘their store’.

Pak’nSave is a much bigger supermarket operation, employing a baseline staff
complement of ~300, of whom ~100 work full-time and 200 part-time.  In summer, total staff
numbers rose to 330.  50% of the part-time staff are students from Aranui, Shirley,
Linwood, Avonside and Mairehau.  The new supermarket has no geographically-based
recruitment policy; the east side is a lower decile area and there are plenty of supermarket
workers, used to travelling a long way to get to work.  The employment catchment for the
Pak’nSave supermarket is much the same as the customer catchment.  It is unnecessary to
advertise for staff with the exception of skilled positions like butchers.  The workforce was
described as reasonably stable.

At the time of the change-over, all New World staff were guaranteed employment at the
new Pak’nSave when it opened.  However, a number have moved on of their own choice,
for various reasons: some feel a particular brand loyalty and have moved on to work in
other New World supermarkets; since Pak’nSave is more of a volume-based business,
some of the work is physically harder work and involves a different style of operation.

Given the increased scale of the Pak’nSave operation and overall employment numbers, it
is likely that there are more locals now employed at Pak’nSave than were employed at the
Aranui new World.  No detailed numbers have been obtained.  Participants in the youth
focus group certainly report seeing more of their friends working there than used to be the
case at New World.  On the estimates provided, it seems reasonable to conclude that
Aranui student numbers working at Pak’nSave are somewhere in the range 20-40, whereas
Aranui students working at the New World supermarket in Aranui may have numbered in
the range 15-20.

It is apparent that the level of local employment opportunity is independent of supermarket
location (within the Aranui community).

Financial support for a wide range of community groups:

No quantitative details have been obtained on the scale of financial support provided by
either supermarket to community groups.  The practice was acknowledged for the New
World supermarket in Attachment 2.  The same would appear to hold for the new
Pak’nSave supermarket.  

Several factors may however influence the level of support for community groups in the
Aranui area as a result of the change of supermarket.  The community of interest for the
New World supermarket was considerably smaller and more focussed geographically on
Aranui, whereas the primary catchment for Pak’nSave extends to South Shore, New
Brighton, Burwood, Dallington and Avonside.  Calls on its sponsorship budget are therefore
probably correspondingly more diverse.

Secondly, the distributional effect of the new supermarket on the remaining shops in the
Aranui shopping centre is likely to reduce the capacity of some of them to continue the
community support at previous levels.



The nett effect for community groups in Aranui itself may therefore be for a reduction in the
overall level of financial support from local businesses.

Easy, direct access to the supermarket for immediate neighbours:

The owner of the Pak’nSave supermarket reported developing good relations with his 
residential neighbours.  Specific initiatives include erecting new fences around the property,
but allowing neighbours immediate access by allowing gates in this fence to make it easy
for them to access the supermarket; also attention to light spill from the carpark lights.

Once again, these social effects are not location-dependent in the sense that they could
occur wherever a new supermarket had been developed.

Improved visual amenity from landscaping:

In Mr Davidson’s evidence to the Pak’nSave consent hearing, he described at paragraphs
11 and 12 “the levels of vandalism and derelict state” and the attributes of the site prior to
its development for the supermarket which had made it “a concern for the neighbourhood
for some time, especially those neighbours adjoining the site” which number in the tens of
households.  The supermarket development has involved considerable landscaping with
trees that which will gradually mature in years to come.  This is no doubt an improvement in
visual amenity for the immediate neighbours, as well as in their sense of security.

The same type of effect would have been created had the supermarket development been
carried out in the Aranui shopping centre.

Other amenities at the supermarket:

The manager of Pak’nSave expressed the importance of a community focus, based on his
previous supermarket experience.  Several initiatives underway and several other
prospects indicate a willingness to increase social amenity at the new supermarket, even
though it is currently a stand-alone supermarket.  There is a covered area outside the front
entrance as a place to sell raffle tickets - for any groups throughout his customer
catchment.  There is a community notice-board near the check outs; it is not an advertising
board, but rather encourages local notices and not commercial advertising.  He has other
initiatives in response to community suggestions.  

The social amenity benefits arising from these initiatives are clearly not site dependent.

Sealing over of soil contaminated with arsenic by previous timber yard activities:

At paragraphs 9-15 of his evidence to the consent hearing, Mr Davidson described the
issue with chemical contamination of the soil, due to its previous use as the Wainoni
Timber Yard.  This problem was a legacy of an historical land use and was a major
constraint to residential development on the land, for which use it is zoned.

The Pak’nSave development has succeeded in sealing the contaminants underneath the
carpark, thereby removing health risks to people who live nearby.

This is a social benefit in terms of reduced health risks to members of the immediate
neighbourhood.  How significant was the health risk is uncertain, given the fact that the
land had remained in its contaminated state for some years.



Closer in terms of walkable or driveable distance.  Taking into account the bus services along
4

Pages Rd and also along Pages/Breezes/Hampshire/Porchester Streets provides walkable
access to public transport to the Araniu shopping centre for more households than the
Wainoni Road bus services provide for access to the Wainoni Pak’nSave site.

With Elderly Persons Units there is covenant that sits on the title restricting occupation to
5

certain categories of person - "a person over the age of 60 years or a person who qualifies for
a permanent invalid's benefit on health grounds and extends to include the partner, spouse,
dependants or caregiver of such a person, notwithstanding that the partner, spouse or
caregiver may be under the age of 60 years". Landowners are required to enter into a
declaration which will enforce the imposition of the covenant should consent be granted. 

Amenity improvements to the recreational reserve adjacent to the supermarket site:

Foodstuffs has also contributed substantially towards the council costs of improving the
recreational reserve adjacent to the supermarket car park.   Its contribution enabled the
project to be brought forward on the Council’s timetable, thus hastening the upgrading of a
locally significant recreational amenity for the area. 

Changes in physical accessibility to the nearest supermarket:

Accessibility to particular services is related to distance and possible modes of travel.  The
change in supermarket location affects the distance that people must travel to reach their
nearest supermarket.  In the case of the primary catchment area serviced by the Aranui
New World supermarket, 30% of the resident population live in households which are
closer  to the Pak’nSave site than the new World site.  Conversely, 70% of residents in this4

area have further to travel to Pak’nSave.  This involves them in more private cost or time in
order to access their nearest supermarket, an effect which is probably relatively minor for
people who do have ready access to a motor vehicle - 87% of Aranui households. 
However, it is potentially significant for people with no access to a motor vehicle who now
live at a greater distance than before from their nearest supermarket - almost 230
households in Aranui.

For these households, reduction in access is likely to be significant, affecting the effort,
cost and frequency of their visits.  However, there may be some health benefits derived
from walking further, should these people chose to do so.

Loss of walking option for going to the supermarket:

Walking distances for residents of the New World supermarket’s primary catchment area to
the Pak’nSave supermarket have become considerably greater with the new site on
Wainoni Road.  As shown in Figure 7 at the end of this Attachment, there is little overlap
between the 800m pedsheds for the two supermarket sites.  In other words, there are
relatively few households living within 800m of the New World site who also live within
800m of the Pak’nSave site - estimated at fewer than 100.  In this regard, it is noteworthy
that the Council has, between May 2004 and January 2006 permitted 23 Elderly Persons
Units  to be built within this 800m pedshed (see Figure 8 at the end of this Attachment). 5

The average distance from these 23 units to the New World site is 450m, whilst the
average distance to the Pak’nSave site is 1,090m, or almost two-and-a-half times the
distance.  Proximity to an important source of service which was explicit in the original
location has been significantly undermined.



ACTIS has been trying to negotiate with the CCC for access to a Council mini-van to be used
6

to provide a 2-hour round-trip run through Aranui, once a week, so that people can have a
transport option to the new supermarket, since there is no public transport option between
Pages Road and Breezes Road.  There are still some logistical problems in getting the vehicle
out to Aranui and ensuring suitable people to drive are available. 

Because a visit to the centre is no longer part of a regular routine.7

For example, fewer calling in at the drop-in café at St Ambrose.
8

Figure 9 at the end of this Attachment shows some indicative locations for which
comparable walking distances have been estimated, as follows -

From location - to the New World site to the Pak’nSave site
A 560m    930m
B 450m 1,540m
C 820m 1,920m
D 740m 1,490m
E 540m 1,150m

This increase in distance has resulted in a loss of the walking option for some who
previously could walk to the New World site but are unlikely to be able to walk easily to the
Pak’nSave site.  This is especially true for the elderly, for people carrying heavy
supermarket bags or if accompanied by babies or toddlers.   The Pak’nSave manager
acknowledged this issue, indicating that he had made efforts to remedy it by investigating
options for providing some form of shuttle bus service but had found the exercise too
bureaucratically challenging to pursue.  Similarly, several social service providers in
Hampshire St described efforts to make similar arrangements, so far without success .  The6

choice is also removed for those who simply exercised the choice to walk, even though
they may have a car.

The adverse social effects include reduced autonomy and increased dependency for the
individuals concerned, the loss of health benefits from walking activity, the risk of adverse
health effects as a result of delaying visits to the doctor , and increased social isolation7

because each trip to the supermarket now has to be more planned and the spontaneous
social connections made previously no longer occur .  The number of households in Aranui8

thus affected is estimated at between 200 and 250.

This is a significant adverse social effect which would not arise if the supermarket
investment had been made within the existing Aranui centre.

Loss of particular stores:

There are situations where the loss of a particular store effects certain groups of people in
a particular way.  Two examples are given here.  The loss of the hardware store, which
closed when the supermarket closed, removed a local service used by a number of people
for such things as sharpening tools and bike repairs.  The store has remained vacant and
the nearest substitute is in New Brighton.

The loss of the supermarket had an additional implication for the nearby pre-school which
used on occasions to take groups of children there for an ‘educational’ experience.

While each of these effects may appear relatively minor, they still affect the lives of
probably 30-40 households in each case; therefore numerically probably at least equivalent



to the number of households which experience neighbour-related benefits from the new
Pak’nSave supermarket on Wainoni Road.

This is another type of adverse social effect which would have been unlikely to arise if the
supermarket investment had been made within the existing Aranui centre.

Reduced numbers of people visiting the Aranui shopping centre:

There is no doubt that the numbers of people visiting the Aranui shopping centre since the
closure of the supermarket have declined markedly.  While there is no formal quantification
of this, all sources of commentary and observation point to the same conclusion.  Of the 30
focus group participants, 23 reported that they either visited the centre less often or not at
all now.  Six of these made specific reference to their need to continue visiting the
pharmacy.  It is evident from youth focus group responses that not only do they now tend to
go less often to the Aranui shopping centre, they probably visit the new Pak’nSave more
frequently than they used to visit the New World supermarket in Aranui, even though
Pak’nSave is physically further away from the High School and  most of them did not own
or drive a car.  They appear particularly responsive to daily specials and enjoy the
opportunity to encounter more of their friends working there.

Business survey respondents were virtually unanimous in reporting reduced numbers of
people visiting the centre - “far fewer”; “for certain”; “significantly”; “quite markedly”;
“Supermarket car park used to be full - we got the overflow here - this is a shopping centre
that is dying”; “Both car parks used to be full Tuesday to Friday; now never full.”

Specific comments from the business survey indicate the character of spontaneous and
informal social interaction that no longer occurs -

“lost a lot of community gathering; young mothers not here so much; family
groups”

“it (New World) was a friendly place”

“all the activity has gone now; no people around any more”

“some used to come every second day; but not seeing so many "regulars"
now.”

“Supermarket was a social hub of Aranui”

“Do not see people stopping in the supermarket carpark anymore.  Just don't
see people and foot traffic anymore. Don't see so many youth passing and
dropping in; tend to make more of a planned trip. Elderly will now put off
coming to the doctors until prescription has run out or until they're quite
unwell - because they're no longer coming to the centre regularly.”

“Diminished the social contacts for people.”

“loss of community linchpin and social hub; people mention it daily; People
who went frequently - now don't have the reason to go there - the fabric of
society has been damaged.  When its not a particularly affluent community,
these agents were really important.”



Nga Whakaaro o Nga Maori o Aranui, Hui, November 2004, sponsored by Housing New
9

Zealand, ACTIS, He Waka Tapu and CPIT.

Other shops wanted included a garden shop, toy shop, costume shop, game shop, vegetable
10

shop, tattoo shop, chocolate shop; also wanted were fresh fruit and vege stalls or a produce
market and a 24-hour shop with EFTPOS.

At para.17.
11

“Like a ghost town now - used to be a hive of activity.”

Other key informants refer to the area in and around the new World supermarket as having
been ‘a very social place’ noting not only sausage sizzles and other stalls outside the
entrance, but that people would gather there even if there was not a stall.

The associated adverse social effect for many Aranui residents of the change of
supermarket location is a loss of opportunity for frequent, informal social encounters with
familiar people from the same neighbourhood.

Loss of urban renewal opportunity for Aranui centre:

A community hui in Aranui in November 2004  involved, amongst other things, discussions9

about future development in Aranui that would “make it a better place”.Of relevance here,
the main themes highlighted were ‘more facilities’, ‘tidy up the environment’ and ‘community
togetherness’.  Expanding on the type of facilities, two aspects were nominated - “A drop in
youth centre, like a recreation centre for younger kids” and “A decent or new shopping
centre or mall”.  Within the framework of additional shopping facilities expressed as
desirable by hui participants was a Pak’nSave supermarket .  This theme was further10

reinforced in later discussions about local service provision and business development -
“build a better supermarket”; “knock down all the shops and make one decent shop and
community centre”; “new shopping complex”; “more quality businesses, role models”.

These extracts give an impression of community preferences at the time, and do not
appear inconsistent with the views expressed by Mr Davidson in his evidence  to the11

Pak’nSave consent hearing - “We feel that commercial investment has stagnated in Aranui,
Foodstuffs is willing to invest in a suburb that has not seen substantial investment for many
years.”

Despite expressing this sentiment  - the desire to invest in the community of Aranui - the
ultimate choice of out-of-centre location has had significant adverse effects, at least in
social terms.  The effects observed by local businesses operating in and adjacent to the
centre consistently point to this -

“Really detrimental effect; area feels barren, at risk of appearing desolate
and neglected; considerably fewer people moving around the area - pretty
grim actually”

“There is a risk the whole shopping centre will die.  If P&S had come here
the difference between dying and not dying as a centre.”

“It’s killed the centre - going to be a dead hole soon.”

“Almost killed it; not a shopping centre any more.”



“Huge sense of loss for us all; loss of hustle and bustle and visibility”

“Just not bringing people into the centre anymore; the supermarket was what
this place had going for it; not good for the area, giving Aranui another slap
in the face.”

If further retail development were to occur in the vicinity of the new Wainoni Pak’nSave, as
has occurred in several other out-of-centre locations in recent years, this would be
tantamount to creating a new shopping centre on the fringe of Aranui, in direct competition
with the existing shopping centre, even though the City’s centres-based policy indicates
that the existing centre should have priority for re-development.

The situation is now significantly compromised for some time into the future as a result of
the trade competition from the new Pak’nSave’s out-of-centre location and trading activity.
The result is likely to see a dispersing of development in the two locations over time, rather
than consolidation around the existing centre.  

Consequently, the social amenity value of the local shopping centre, previously enjoyed by
Aranui residents, is unlikely to recover for some time to come, let alone be maintained and
enhanced.  Furthermore, it creates a quandary for the Aranui community.  The land around
the Pak’nSave supermarket on Wainoni Road is still zoned residential, although this zoning
did not prevent a supermarket developing there.  Furthermore, experience in other parts of
the City (see Attachment 4 to this evidence) indicates an increased likelihood that other
retail activities will attempt to co-locate near Pak’nSave in the future.  However, the existing
Aranui B2 zone is much more central to a range of existing Aranui community facilities.

This adverse social effect would have been avoided altogether if the recent Foodstuffs
retail investment had been located in Aranui’s established B2 centre.



Figure 7: 800m pedsheds for the Aranui New World supermarket site and the
Pak’nSave Wainoni site

Red area + grey area = New World 800m pedshed
Blue area + grey area = Pak’nSave 800m pedshed
Grey area = households common to both 800m pedsheds.



Figure 8: Location of Elderly Persons’ Units in Aranui

Dates refer to timing of granting consents



Figure 9: Indicative locations within the Aranui New World supermarket’s 800m
pedshed for comparing walking distances to the two supermarket sites



In the nominated Business zones or immediately contiguous with them, as shown in the
1

associated maps.

Attachment 4: Co-location at three out-of-centre areas, zoned BRP, in
Christchurch

The three BRP zones for which data are presented here are the Supa Centa site
(Northwood), Ferrymead and Tower Junction.

These three locations were surveyed (by visual inspection) in early 2007, following previous
surveys for the Supa Centre and Ferrymead in 2002.

This co-location study simply counts the numbers of individual businesses or organisations
operating in the nominated location , classifying them according to certain categories, as1

listed at the end of this attachment.



Ferrymead:

Situated towards the eastern end of Ferry Road, this area is a combination of B4 and BRP
zones.

The area covered by the co-location study is shown in the following figure.



Analysis reported in research by Taylor Baines & Associates, April 2003, indicated that there
2

had been 15 businesses (excluding manufacturing) operating in this locality.

The previous co-location study of this area was carried out in 2002 .  The Woolworths2

supermarket had opened in April 2002, By March 2002 there were 67 businesses
established in the area, ranging across seven categories.  These included three health-
related services and nine cafes or restaurants.

Five years later there were 147 business established (excluding manufacturing and
warehousing) covering eight categories.  A distinct orientation towards coastal marine
recreation and to the needs of the growing seaside residential suburbs evident.  While a
pharmacy has closed, the range of medical services available locally has diversified
considerably.

Figure 10: Composition of commercial activities in the Ferrymead locality -
comparison between 2002 and 2007

In summary, both the number and diversity of offer has increased continued to increase
substantially in this location. 



Supa Centa:

The site is located at the north western corner of the intersection of Main North Road,
Northwood Boulevard, and Radcliffe Road in Belfast.  The BRP zone is bounded by Living
1 and Rural 3 Zones

The area covered by the co-location study is shown in the following figure.



The previous co-location study of this area was carried out in 2002.  At this time there were
6 businesses established in three categories.  These included three anchor stores, two
general retail goods outlets and a creche.

Five years later there are 37 businesses operating, covering eight categories. A second
supermarket has located on residentially-zoned land immediately adjacent to the BRP zone
A physiotherapy clinic has established and there are now two pre-school facilities, five
franchised restaurants, a gymnasium and video rental store.  The Accident Compensation
Corporation has established an office within the complex.

Figure 11: Composition of commercial activities in the Supa Centa locality -
comparison between 2002 and 2007

In summary, both the number and diversity of offer has increased substantially in this
location.  The scale of nearby residential development has also increased substantially with
the completion of the adjacent Northwood sub-division in the intervening period.



Tower Junction:

The site is located in Addington and is bound by Clarence Street, Foster Street, Lowe
Street and the Main South Railway line.  The land has been developed by Ngai Tahu
Property Group as an integrated bulk retail development centre known as ‘Tower Junction’. 
This includes three predominantly bulk retail complexes each on their own site but with
integrated parking, landscaping and services.  

The area covered by the co-location study is shown in the following figure.



There has not been a previous co-location study of this site, and in 2002 (when the earlier
studies reported above were carried out, retailing had not begun on this site.)

By March 2007 there were already 33 stores operating across six categories.  These
included a pharmacy, an ale house and two other cafes.

Figure 12: Composition of commercial activities at Tower Junction - 2007

                                                                                                                                                 
The data in Figure 12 demonstrate that the conveninece of access to a diverse retail offer
for cross shopping is an element of social amenity which can be achieved relatively quickly
in new retail locations.



Categories and codes used in analysing the components of retail and non-retail
activities in shopping centres (within and adjacent to)

RETAIL

1. Anchor stores
supermarket
department store
other major stand alone store

2. Retail goods
food (e.g. butchers, bakeries, delicatessens, etc.)
fashion/clothing/footwear/accessories
sport/leisure/outdoor
appliances/electrical goods/specialist equipment/computers
furniture/homeware
paint/hardware
gifts/toys/hobbies
books/magazines/stationery/music
liquor
car sale yards
dairy
takeaways (unless if eating on the premises)
petrol stations

not for profit retail (e.g. church selling recycled goods)
miscellaneous

3. General retail services
hairdressers, beauty salons, ...
automotive repair, automotive engineering (if separate from petrol stations)
electrical goods/computer servicing
veterinary clinics
interior designers
travel agencies
copy centres
car rentals
dry cleaners
dress making/shoe repairs, etc

miscellaneous

4. Commercial/financial services
banks
ATMs separate from banks
post offices, post shops, postal agencies
telecommunications services
business support - printing, photocopying, computer services, modelling agencies,
professional services - insurance, real estate, accountancy, law, architects,
engineering, etc.
transport services



5. Private health-related services
doctors
dentists, optometrists, physios, psychologists/counsellors, ...
pharmacies
alternative health services
Plunket

6. Private education-related services
private schools
tuition services, including dance, music, languages, 
industry training services
pre-schools, play-centres, creches

7. Eating places
restaurants, cafes, bars (eating on the premises)
hotels without accommodation

8. Entertainment & recreation
cinemas, time-outs,
gyms
ten-pin bowling facilities
recreational tuition venues (e.g. diving tanks)
Ticketek
video hire
TAB outlet

9. Empty retail shop

10. Accommodation 
motels, hotels with accommodation
B&B
residential facilities (e.g. retirement/aged care facilities, etc.)

INDUSTRIAL PREMISES

Manufacturing - factory
- factory with shop outlet

Warehouse - storage services

NON-RETAIL SERVICES AND FACILITIES

- state schools and public kindergartens 
- churches
- community centres/halls/meeting rooms
- recreation facilities (pools, parks, playgrounds, libraries, ...)
- local government service centres
- central government agency premises (WINZ, HNZ, CYPS, MP’s offices, ..)
- voluntary organisations premises (e.g. church based social services)
- Police/Community constable office



Attachment 5: Residential intensification around existing centres in
Christchurch City - 2001 to 2006

Data on the total number of occupied private dwellings in meshblocks within 400m of a
District (B1 and B2) Centre was provided by the Christchurch City Council from its Census
database.

These data include, for 2001 and 2006 -

- total private occupied dwellings
- associated usually resident population
- numbers of occupied dwellings/households with no motor vehicle
- number of occupied dwellings/households with residents aged 65years and over
- number of occupied dwellings/households with residents aged 14years and under.

There are 14 District Centres in Christchurch City which have had Living 3 zones
established adjacent to them and 14 other District Centres which are surrounded by Living
1 zones.

Districts Centres with Living 3 zones adjacent are -

Addington
Barrington
Church Corner
Edgeware
Hornby
Linwood
Merivale
New Brighton
Papanui-Northlands
Riccarton
Richmond
Sumner
Woolston
Worcester-Stanmore

District Centres surrounded by Living 1 zones are -

Aranui
Avonhead
Belfast
Bishopdale
Fendalton
Halswell
Hillmorton
Ilam-Clyde
Parklands
Redcliffs
Shirley
St Martins
Sydenham
Wairakei-Greers



Table 11: Comparison of residential intensification around District Centres in
Christchurch (2001-2006) - L3 centres vs L1 centres

L1 centres L3 centres

Number of centres 14 14

Increase in occupied private
dwellings 2001-2006 within
400m of the Business (B1 and
B2) zones

0 561

% increase in occupied private
dwellings on 2001 base

0% 4%

Increase in UR population
2001-2006 within 400m of the
Business (B1 and B2) zones

249 2,649

% increase in UR population
on 2001 base

1% 8%

proportion of the UR
population aged <15years in
2006

20% 15%

proportion of the UR
population aged 65+years in
2006

17% 16%

proportion of households with
no vehicle in 2006

9% 15%

Increase in employee count
2000-2006 for meshblocks
within and adjacent to each
centre

2,324 3,496

Even though the group of L3 district centres includes the two biggest centres of Riccarton
and Papanui-Northlands (sometimes referred to as sub-regional centres), it is evident from
the detail that the residential intensification is occurring around centres of all sizes.  Over
70% of the 2,649 increase in population within 400m of L3 centres was not around the two
large centres.  They accounted for 23% and 6% respectively of the total increase.

In summary, the policy of residential intensification around certain community focal points,
represented by the establishment of L3 zones adjacent to the shopping centres, is having
demonstrable effects already.  

There is substantially greater population growth (more than 10 times in absolute terms)
within 400m of L3 centres than within 400m of L1 centres.

The households living within 400m of L3 centres are considerably less likely to own a car,
while households with children are more likely to live adjacent to L1 centres.  Proportions of
elderly residents living within 400m of L3 centres are similar in both cases, and both are
noticeably higher than the City-wide average percentage (14%) of households with elderly
occupants.
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